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Abstract
The presented research investigates the use of neural networks for probabilistic fore-
casting in selected application areas. The topic of neural networks, also known as
deep learning, has exploded as a research field, showing incredible results in image
analysis and classification. But the application of neural networks to time series or
regression-based forecasting is lesser known. Forecasting is the backbone of many
industries and academic research areas. From predicting weather patterns to the
stock market, to healthcare and energy, forecasting is vital to many operations of
todays modern society. In the of evolution of the study of forecasting, the field of
probabilistic forecasting has recently emerged. Unlike a deterministic forecast which
only provides a single expected value, a probabilistic forecast provides information
on the uncertainty of a prediction. We investigate how neural networks, which can
automatically extract features via hidden layers, can be used to generate reliable
and sharp probabilistic forecasts in the form of quantiles, prediction intervals, and
full predictive densities. More specifically, we look at nonparametric probabilistic
forecasting where we do not assume the underlying distribution of the forecasts. Our
work seeks to evaluate these new methods in the application domains of renewable
energies. In chapter 1 we provide a brief overview of probabilistic forecasting theory.
In our first study (chapter 2) of this thesis, we overview the basic theory of how
neural networks can be used for deterministic forecasting. This presents as a foun-
dation for our later work for probabilistic prediction. In this study, we propose the
development of an adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO) learning algorithm
to train a non-linear autoregressive (NAR) neural network, which we call PSONAR,
for short term time series prediction of ocean wave elevations. We also introduce
1
a new stochastic inertial weight to the APSO learning algorithm. Our work is mo-
tivated by the expected need for such predictions by wave energy farms. As such,
we simulated noisy ocean wave heights for training and testing. We utilized our
PSONAR to get results for 5, 10, 30, and 60-second multi-step predictions. Results
show APSO can outperform backpropagation in training a NAR neural network.
In our second study (chapter 3) we study cyber-enabled demand-side manage-
ment systems. DSM is a vital tool that can be used to ensure power system reliability
and stability. In future smart grids, certain portions of a customers load usage could
be under automatic control with a cyber-enabled DSM program which selectively
schedules loads as a function of electricity prices to improve power balance and grid
stability. In such a future, security of DSM cyberinfrastructure will be critical as
advanced metering infrastructure, and communication systems are susceptible to
hacking, cyber attacks. Such attacks, in the form of data injection, can manipulate
customer load profiles and cause metering chaos and energy losses in the grid. These
attacks are also exacerbated by the feedback mechanism between load management
on the consumer side and dynamic price schemes by independent system operators.
This work provides a novel methodology for modeling and simulating the nonlinear
relationship between load management and real-time pricing. We then investigate
the behavior of such a feedback loop under intentional cyber attacks using our feed-
back model. We simulate and examine load-price data under different levels of DSM
participation with three types of additive attacks: ramp, sudden, and point attacks.
We applied change point and supervised learning methods for the detection of DSM
attacks.
Results conclude that higher amounts of DSM participation can exacerbate at-
tacks but also lead to better detection of such attacks, point attacks are the hardest
to detect, and supervised learning methods produce results on par or better than
sequential detectors. This chapter serves as an example of how linear methods can
often yield better results then nonlinear such as neural networks. The need for deep
learning or advanced probabilistic forecasting is not warranted in this DSM domain
when generation is constant. However, we hypothesize that when renewable energy
generation is introduced into this problem, the detection of attacks can become much
2
more difficult. Due to the chaotic nature of renewable energies, there is a need to
quantify the uncertainty in forecasting their power generation. As motivation and
a prerequisite for future work to study DSM systems under renewable generation,
in the next chapters we propose several new and advanced forecasting methods.
In our third study (chapter 4), we propose our first method to produce full pre-
dictive densities by examining how support vector machines (SVMs) can be used
for quantile estimation. SVMs are one of the most efficient machine learning al-
gorithms, which is mostly used for pattern recognition since its introduction in
the 1990s. Uncertainty analysis in the form of probabilistic forecasting can pro-
vide significant improvements in decision-making processes in the smart power grid
for better integrating renewable energies, particularly wind. This chapter analyzes
the effectiveness of an approach for nonparametric probabilistic forecasting of wind
power that combines support vector machines and nonlinear quantile regression
with non-crossing constraints. A numerical case study is conducted using publicly
available wind data from the Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014. Mul-
tiple quantiles are estimated to form 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% prediction intervals
which are evaluated using the pinball loss function and reliability measures. Three
benchmark models are used for comparison where results demonstrate the proposed
approach leads to significantly better performance while preventing the problem of
overlapping quantile estimates.
In our fourth study (chapter 5) we analyze the effectiveness of a novel approach
for nonparametric probabilistic forecasting of wind power that combines a smooth
approximation of a pinball loss function with a deep neural network architecture
and a smooth penalty scheme to prevent the quantile crossover problem. We call
our model the smooth pinball neural network (SPNN). A numerical case study is
conducted using publicly available wind data from the Global Energy Forecasting
Competition 2014. Multiple quantiles are estimated to form 10%, to 90% predic-
tion intervals which are evaluated using a quantile score and reliability measures.
Benchmark models such as the persistence and climatology distributions, multiple
quantile regression, and support vector quantile regression are used for comparison
where results demonstrate the proposed approach leads to improved performance
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while preventing the problem of overlapping quantile estimates.
In our fifth study (chapter 6) we radically extend SPNN to forecast time se-
ries. Point forecasting of univariate time series is a challenging problem with exten-
sive work having been conducted. However, nonparametric probabilistic forecasting
of time series, such as in the form of quantiles or prediction intervals is an even
more challenging problem. To expand the possible forecasting paradigms we devise
and explore an extrapolation-based approach that has not been applied before for
probabilistic forecasting. We present a novel quantile Fourier neural network is for
nonparametric probabilistic forecasting of univariate time series. Multi-step predic-
tions are provided in the form of composite quantiles using time as the only input
to the model. This effectively is a form of extrapolation based nonlinear quantile
regression applied for forecasting. Experiments are conducted on eight real-world
datasets that demonstrate a variety of periodic and aperiodic patterns. Nine simple
and advanced methods are used as benchmarks including quantile regression neural
network, support vector quantile regression, SARIMA, and exponential smoothing.
The obtained empirical results validate the effectiveness of the proposed method
of providing high quality and accurate probabilistic predictions. We then provide
conclusions in our final chapter (chapter 7) as well as specific direction for future
work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decade there have been two rising fields that have shown a lot of promise,
unique results, and immense academic and industry attention. These are deep
learning [1] and probabilistic forecasting [2]. Part of the success of deep learning,
also known as the study of neural networks, is due to its ability to conduct automatic
feature extraction at different levels of abstraction. Such feature extraction promotes
by passes the need to provide manual feature engineering that is common among
machine learning pipelines. Moreover, neural networks allow the representation of
the nonlinearities in data, often associated with complex and real-world problems.
Deep learning models have been used to achieve state-of-the art results in the field
of computer vision [3] and have also been applied to the problem of forecasting [4].
However, the study of neural networks, and related methods, is limited when it
comes to probabilistic forecasting. Thus, motivation for the presented research is
to explore how neural networks could contribute to providing better probabilistic
forecasts. Further motivation is provided by the new class of big data in regression
and time series, which are vital in areas such as in the smart grid and renewable
energy which are both used as application domains for our proposed forecasting
frameworks.
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Neural Networks
The study of neural networks has grown tremendously in the past decade. Neural
networks are a set of algorithms, modeled very loosely after the human brain, that
are designed to recognize patterns. They take in input data, which may come in
different forms such as text, images, or time series, and they output either a class
label for classification or a numeric value for regression. The layers of a network
are made of computational nodes, again loosely modeled on a neuron in the human
brain. These nodes take in data and perform some computation utilizing coefficients
or weights which assign significance to inputs with regard to the task the algorithm
is trying to learn. The weights can increase or decrease the significance of each data
point. The input-weight products are fed into the node’s activation function, usually
some nonlinear function, which then determines to what extent that signal should
progress further through the network. Through utilizing a finite amount of nodes a
neural network can approximate any continuous function, this is also known as the
universal approximation theorem.
There are many types of neural networks including feedfward networks, recurrent
networks, convolutional networks, deep belief networks and autoencoders. Due to
the popularity of neural networks in both academic research and industrial applica-
tion, there is already a large body of work reviewing the algorithms, mathematics,
methods, approaches and issues. We therefore refer to the following references on
the background of deep learning [1,5–7], and in the next section we review in depth
the field of probabilistic forecasting which has less literature.
Probabilistic Forecasting
Over the last several years there has been a large body of work conducted in
nonparametric probabilistic forecasting. Recently the Global Energy Forecasting
Competition in 2014 [8] and in 2017 [9] are further proof of the rising interest
in probabilistic forecasting. Probabilistic forecasting is especially of large interest
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to applications in renewable power such as wind. As such, the domain of wind
forecasting is also part of the main focus of this dissertation. Wind forecasting
models are either meteorological ensembles that are obtained by a weather model [10]
or are statistical methods [11]. Under the statistical approach, we can estimate full
predictive distributions in the form of quantiles or prediction intervals (PIs).
Some recent forecasting methods include extreme learning machines [13] where a
direct quantile regression approach was presented to efficiently generate nonparamet-
ric probabilistic forecasting of wind power generation combining extreme learning
machine and quantile regression. Hybrid intelligent methods have also been ex-
plored in [14] by feeding deterministic wind power forecasts made by a combination
of wavelet transform and fuzzy ARTMAP network, optimized by using firefly opti-
mization algorithm, in quantile regression. A PI estimation scheme is shown in [12]
which uses a radial basis function neural network.Another approach to forecast the
density of wind power is to take an ensemble of point forecasts and calculate the
mean and variance of the combined forecasts. This has been studied in [15] where a
wavelet transform and a convolutional neural network are used for ensemble point
forecasting. Another ensemble approach can be seen in [16] where time series mod-
els such as ARMA and GARCH are combined to form density forecasts. One of
the most prevalent approaches to probabilistic forecasting of wind power is to ap-
ply quantile regression (QR) which can be used to estimate different wind power
quantiles [17].
Another alternative to nonparametric probabilistic wind forecasting is the ap-
plication of the Lower Upper Bound Estimation (LUBE) method [18]. The LUBE
method constructs a neural network with two outputs for estimating the prediction
interval bounds. The coverage width-based criterion is used as the loss function for
estimating PIs, and simulated annealing or particle swarm optimization [19] can be
used to minimize that loss function. A complete review on probabilistic forecast-
ing of wind power can be found in [17]. Other reviews on probabilistic forecasting
methods can be found in [20] for solar power, [8] for load forecasting, and [21] for
electricity price forecasting.
Next we highlight the underlying mathematics in nonparametric probabilistic
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forecasting, overview linear quantile regression, and summarize the main evaluation
metrics for density forecasts. Given a random variable Yt such as wind power at time
t, its probability density function is defined as ft and its the cumulative distribution
function as Ft. If Ft is strictly increasing, the quantile q
(τ)
t of the random variable Yt
with nominal proportion τ is uniquely defined on the value x such that P (Yt < x) =
τ . It can also be defined as the inverse of the distribution function q
(τ)
t = F
−1
t (τ).
A quantile forecast qˆ
(τ)
t+z is an estimate of the true quantile q
(τ)
t+z for the lead time
t+ z, given a predictor values (such as numerical wind speed forecasts). Prediction
intervals are another type of probabilistic forecast and give a range of possible values
within which an observed value is expected to lie with a certain probability β ∈ [0, 1].
A prediction interval Iˆ
(β)
t+z is defined by its lower and upper bounds, which are the
quantile forecasts Iˆ
(β)
t+z =
[
qˆ
(τl)
t+z, qˆ
(τu)
t+z
]
=
[
l
(β)
t , u
(β)
t
]
whose nominal proportions τl and
τu are such that τu − τl = 1− β.
In probabilistic forecasting, we are trying to predict one of two classes of density
functions, either parametric or nonparametric. When the future density function
is assumed to take a certain distribution, such as the Normal distribution, then
this is called parametric probabilistic forecasting. For a nonlinear and bounded
process such as wind generation, probability distributions of future wind power, for
instance, may be skewed and heavy-tailed distributed [22]. Else if no assumption
is made about the shape of the distribution, a nonparametric probabilistic forecast
fˆt+z [23] can be made of the density function by gathering a set of M quantiles
forecasts such that fˆt+z =
{
qˆ
(τm)
t+z ,m = 1, ...,M |0 ≤ τ1 < ... < τM ≤ 1
}
with chosen
nominal proportions spread on the unit interval. As mentioned before, renewable
power forecasting can be quite stochastic, thus making nonparametric forecasting
more ideal then fitting a parametric density [17].
1.0.1 Quantile Regression
Quantile regression is a popular approach for nonparametric probabilistic forecast-
ing. Koenker and Bassett [24] introduce it for estimating conditional quantiles and
is closely related to models for the conditional median [25]. Minimizing the mean
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absolute function leads to an estimate of the conditional median of a prediction.
By applying asymmetric weights to errors through a tilted transformation of the
absolute value function, we can compute the conditional quantiles of a predictive
distribution. The selected transformation function is the pinball loss function as
defined by
ρτ (u) =
{
τu if u ≥ 0
(τ − 1)u if u < 0 , (1.1)
where 0 < τ < 1 is the tilting parameter. To better understand the pinball loss,
we look at an example for estimating a single quantile. If an estimate falls above
a reported quantile, such as the 0.05-quantile, the loss is its distance from the
estimate multiplied by its probability of 0.05. Otherwise, the loss is its distance
from the realization multiplied by one minus its probability (0.95 in the case of the
0.05-quantile). The pinball loss function penalizes low-probability quantiles more
for overestimation than for underestimation and vice versa in the case of high-
probability quantiles. Given a vector of predictors Xt where t = 1, ..., N , a vector of
weights W and intercept b coefficient in a linear regression fashion, the conditional
τ quantile qˆτ is given by qˆ
(τ)
t = W
>Xt + b. To determine estimates for the weights
and intercept we solve the following minimization problem
min
W,b
1
N
N∑
t=1
ρτ (yt − qˆ(τ)t ), (1.2)
where yt is the observed value of the predictand. The formulation above in Eq. (1.2)
can be minimized by a linear program.
There are many variations of QR which are traditionally solved using linear pro-
gramming algorithms. In [26] local QR is applied to estimate different quantiles,
while in [27] a spline-based QR is used to estimate quantiles of wind power. In [28]
quantile loss gradient boosted machines are used to estimate many quantiles and
in [29] multiple quantile regression is used to predict a full distribution with opti-
mization achieved by using the alternating direction method of multipliers. Quantile
regression forests [30] are another approach in forecasting which are an extension of
regression forests based on classification and regression trees.
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Due to their flexibility in modeling elaborate nonlinear data sets, artificial neural
networks are another dominant class of machine learning algorithms that can be used
to enhance QR. Taylor [31] is the first to propose a quantile regression neural network
(QRNN) method, combining the advantages of both QR and a neural network. This
method can reveal the conditional distribution of the response variable and can also
model the nonlinearity of different systems. The author applies this method to
estimate the conditional distribution of multi-period returns in financial systems,
which avoids the need to specify the explanatory variables explicitly. However, the
paper does not address how the network was optimized. The same QRNN was later
used by [32] for credit portfolio data analysis where results showed that QRNN is
more robust in fitting outliers compared to both local linear regression and spline
regression. In [33] an autoregressive version of QRNN is used for applications to
evaluating value at risk, and [34] implements the QRNN model in R as a statistical
package.
1.0.2 Evaluation Metrics
In probabilistic forecasting it is essential to evaluate the quantile estimates and if
desired also evaluate derived predictive intervals. Therefore, we reviews several im-
portant evaluation metrics here. To evaluate quantile estimates, one can use the
pinball function directly as an assessment called the quantile score (QS). We choose
QS as our main evaluation measure for most of our studies for the following reasons.
When averaged across many quantiles it can evaluate full predictive densities; it is
found to be a proper scoring rule [35]; it is related to the continuous rank probability
score; and it is also the main evaluation criteria in the 2014 Global Energy Forecast-
ing Competition (GEFCOM 2014), the source of our testing data. QS calculated
overall N test observations and M quantiles is defined as
QS =
N∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
ρτm(yt − qˆ(τm)t )
where yt is an observation used to forecast evaluation such future wind power ob-
servations. To evaluate full predictive densities, QS is averaged across all target
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quantiles for all look ahead time steps using equal weights. A lower QS indicates a
better forecast.
With the QS calculated we can then also see what the relative performance of a
proposed method is with respect to some benchmark method. We can assess relative
performance between methods using the quantile verification skill score (QVSS) [36]
QV SS = 1− QS
for
QSref
where QSfor is QS for the forecast method of interest, and QSref is the QS value
for the reference forecast of a benchmark method, which we will assume to be linear
quantile regression. If QVSS is positive then forecast of interest performs better
than the reference forecast, and a QVSS = 1 means a perfect forecast. Negative
QVSS values indicate that forecast of interest performs worse than the reference
forecast.
In some applications, it may be needed to have wind forecasts in the form of pre-
diction intervals (PIs) and as such, we look at two secondary evaluation measures:
reliability and sharpness. Reliability is a measure which states that over an evalua-
tion set the observed and nominal probabilities should be as close as possible, and
the empirical coverage should ideally equal the preassigned probability. Sharpness
is a measure of the width of prediction intervals, defined as the difference between
the upper uβit and lower l
βi
t interval values. For interval reliability we use the average
coverage error (ACE) metric [17] and for measuring interval sharpness we use the
interval score (IS) which can also be used to evaluate the overall skill of PIs [37]. For
measuring reliability, PIs show where future wind power observations are expected
to lie, with an assigned probability termed as the PI nominal confidence (PINC)
100(1 − βi)%. Here i = 1...M/2 indicates a specific coverage level. The coverage
probability of estimated PIs is expected to eventually reach a nominal level of con-
fidence over the test data. A measure of reliability which shows target coverage of
the PIs is the PI coverage probability (PICP), which is defined by
PICPi =
1
N
N∑
t=1
1{yt ∈ Iβit (xt)}.
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For reliable PIs, the examined PICP should be close to its corresponding PINC.
A related and easier to visualize assessment index is the average coverage error
(ACE), which is defined by
ACE =
M/2∑
i=1
|PICPi − 100(1− βi)|.
This assumes calculation across all test data and coverage levels. To ensure PIs have
high reliability, the ACE should be as close to zero as possible. A high reliability
can be easily achieved by increasing or decreasing the distance between lower and
upper interval bounds. Thus, the width of a PI can also influence its quality. For
measuring the effective width of PIs we use the sharpness score proposed by [23]
which measures how wide PIs are by focusing on the mean size of the intervals only.
We define qˆut − qˆlt as the size of the central interval forecast with nominal coverage
rate (1 − β). For lead times t = 1...Ntest, a measure of sharpness for PIs is then
given by the mean size of the intervals
Sharpness =
1
Ntest
Ntest∑
t=1
(qˆut − qˆlt).
A lower sharpness score is considered more ideal, but too small and the PIs would
not cover enough of the observed data. Thus sharpness is typically a measure to
be considered along with reliability and a skill score. QS is a score that measures
the skill of individual quantiles; to measure the skill of individual PIs we apply the
interval score (IS) [37]. The IS - when evaluated with all test data and coverage
levels - is defined by
IS =
2
NM
N∑
t=1
M/2∑
i=1
(uβit − lβit )+
2
βi
(lβit − yt)1{yt < lβit }+
2
βi
(yt − uβit )1{yt > uβit }
.
The prediction model is rewarded for narrow PIs and is penalized if the observation
misses the interval. The size of the penalty depends on βi. Including all aspects
of PI evaluation, the IS can be used to compare the overall skill and sharpness of
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interval forecasts. However, IS cannot identify the contributions of reliability and
sharpness to the overall skill. Thus, ACE and sharpness are both used for evaluation
of PIs along with QS for evaluation of quantile estimation.
Outline of the Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 showcases our
work in a recurrent neural network trained by particle swarm optimization for multi-
step deterministic forecasting. This work highlights the background theory of deep
networks for prediction and provides a base for building probabilistic forecasting
neural networks in later chapters. In chapter 3 we present our work on modeling and
detecting cyber demand side management attacks. This problem domain shows how
nonlinear methods are not always better than linear ones. However, we propose that
the incorporation of renewable generation such as wind, solar, and wave energy can
complicate the attack problem. Thus, we are motivated to provide solutions that can
forecast renewables and other nonstationary time series. In chapter 4 we propose a
shallow neural network called constrained support vector quantile regression method
for providing probabilistic forecasts of wind power. Next, in chapter 5, we expand to
deeper neural networks trained by stochastic gradient descent and introduce a novel
loss function and architecture for composite quantile estimation. In chapter 6, we
extend our neural network models from ideas in signal processing and propose a novel
multiple quantile Fourier neural network that applies to probabilistic forecasting
of nonstationary univariate time series data. We evaluate this model on multiple
domains. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation, and we provide a number of
extensions for future work in quantile neural networks. Fig. 1.1 outlines the reading
order for this dissertation. Chapter 3 in detecting cyber-DSM attacks, deterministic
forecasting methods are used. As such, chapters 1 and 2 should be read first.
Chapters 4 to 7 describe neural network methods for probabilistic forecasting which
should be read in that order. But before reading these chapters, chapters 1 and 2
should be read first which lay the foundations for neural network based prediction.
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Figure 1.1: Reading order of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Time Delayed Recurrent Neural
Network for Multi-Step Prediction
Introduction
Time-series prediction is an active area of research and an important practical
problem in a variety of disciplines such as in energy forecasting, economics, finance,
signal processing, and many other fields [38]. In the last two decades, artificial
neural networks (ANNs) have been extensively applied for complex time series pro-
cessing tasks [39]. This is due to their strength in handling nonlinear functional
dependencies between past time series values and the estimate of the value to be
forecasted.
Our main motivating factor in developing an accurate non-linear time series
prediction method is for use in short term forecasting of renewable energy sources
(RES). Such predictions are vital for integrating RES into existing power grids.
Because of the variability in the generation of power from renewables gaps are left in
the supply which must be filled by dispatchable resources and this is where prediction
plays a key role. This is especially true in the new and active research area of
controlling ocean wave farms and individual wave energy converters (WECs). In a
wave farm sensors are located near WECs to measure ocean waveforms and relay
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the information to the WECs, resulting in enhanced control and better interactions
with the grid and markets.
In this work, we focus on using an ANN for the prediction of future wave el-
evations at the measurement location. While waves are considered to be more
predictable than other renewable energy sources such as wind or solar, the inter-
mittency of wave energy is a big challenge in employing this resource as a reliable
source of electric power in a generation portfolio. A demanding problem is the pre-
diction of future levels of wave heights for operational scheduling and control in wave
energy farms. The presented work is motivated by the fact that these predictions
could allow new control methods to increase the efficiency of wave energy converter
devices [40–42].
We have previously studied the use of a non-linear autoregressive (NAR) neural
network trained using backpropagation which we called NARNET [43], to conduct
multistep forecasts of wave power directly from observed wave heights. Long term
predictions were made for several look ahead hours such as 3h, 6h, 12h, and 24h.
The data used was significant wave height (SWH) which is the mean wave height
of the highest third of the observed waves. This presents a challenge in testing
accuracy of very short term predictions on the order of seconds. So in our current
study we focus on shorter range forecasts which are obtained from simulated ocean
wave height data rather than observed SWH data.
In this study we develop, test, and discuss a new method for nonlinear time series
prediction. In enhancing the accuracy of our previous NARNET model while also
using less memory in the training period, we used particle swarm optimization (PSO)
for learning. We call this new model of using PSO to train a NAR neural network
PSONAR. Since it is parametric it has all the advantages concerning estimation and
testing connected with similar parametric methods. In addition, our neural network
fulfills the requirements for the universal approximation theorem of neural networks
[44] so it should be able to approximate any unknown nonlinear process. Further
contribution comes in the form of our new stochastic inertia weight, a parameter used
in our PSO learning algorithm, that emphasizes exploration more than exploitation
in the search space.
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Background
A variety of different prediction approaches have been applied to forecast signals
vital to reliably integrating RES into the power grid. Such diverse domains include
weather, wave characteristics, wind speed, and electric load. Looking specifically
at ocean waves, it has been traditional to apply physical models to predict wave
heights [45] but there is a recent effort to utilize machine learning algorithms to
train on past time series data to predict future forms. Various learning methods
being tested range from regression to neural network models. Prediction of wave
elevation levels has been done before for real time control of wave energy converters
where the wave elevation is treated as a univariate time series and it is predicted
only on the basis of its past history [46].
Predictive time series models like the auto-regressive (AR), auto-regressive mov-
ing average (ARMA), and auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) have
been found suitable for forecasting in a number of different domains. AR and ARMA
models specifically are appropriate for stationary time series, while ARIMA and
other models such as Kalman filters are aimed at non-stationary data and long-term
series. These models therefore have also found widespread use in the simulation and
estimation of the wave characteristics based on historical data [39]. Alternatively,
artificial neural networks (ANN) have been found equally useful and even shown
to outperform ARMA models [47]. Due to their high performance, we chose ANNs
for prediction. In an ANN, forecasting is done by feeding a sequence of previous
observations to the model as input so that it can recognize hidden patterns in the
series and consequently estimate future values. Neural networks have been applied
to study aspects of waves such as predicting the height of a wave at the time of its
breaking and the depth of water at which it breaks [48].
An ANN can be trained by any number of learning algorithms, the most well
known one being gradient descent backpropagation. Another lesser known alterna-
tive is particle swarm optimization (PSO). In 1995, Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy
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developed PSO which is a population based stochastic optimization strategy, in-
spired by the social behavior of a flock of birds [49]. PSO is similar to Genetic
Algorithms (GA) in terms of population initialization with random solutions and
searching for global optima in successive generations [50]. But unlike GA, PSO does
not undergo crossover and mutation, instead the particles move through the problem
space following the current optimum particles. When using PSO, a possible solution
to an underlying numeric optimization problem is represented by the position of a
particle in the search space. PSO is suggested to be a powerful training algorithm
for ANNs [51–54].
PSO is a powerful global optimization algorithm which has been successfully
hybridized with genetic algorithms [55], fuzzy logic [56], and support vector machines
[57] for application in various domains. In related work, using PSO to train ANNs for
prediction has also been used in the past such as [58–62]. However, most of these
cases only looked at single time step prediction and did not consider predicting
hundreds of future data points instantaneously. Some of these papers also did not
consider the effect of training using an adaptive inertial weight in the PSO algorithm
which could dynamically change the velocity of a particle. Our contributions look
at these factors.
Neural Network Model
In predicting a time series which exhibits volatile behavior, a number of different
ANNs have been found particularly useful [63]. A popular ANN model for time
series prediction is the Nonlinear Auto Regressive model with eXogenous inputs
(NARX) neural network [64]. This is a network with tapped time delay inputs
and has recurrent dynamic feedback connections enclosing the layers. The output
of the network is fed back into the input of the model. It is a combination of a
multilayered perceptron, a simple recurrent network, a time delayed network, and
a feedfoward backpropagation network. Fig. 2.1 shows a NARX network with the
feedback element and one hidden layer. Below we first describe the structure of the
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Figure 2.1: Example of a NARX network.
NARX model
y (n) =
f (x (n− 1) , x (n− 2) , . . . , x (n−mx) , . . . , xˆ(n− 1) ,
xˆ (n− 2) , . . . xˆ(n−mxˆ))
where x(n) and xˆ(n) symbolize, respectively, the input and output functions of
the neural network at time n, while mx and mxˆ represent the input and output
memory order, and f is a nonlinear function. The function f is approximated by
a multilayered perceptron. The output at time-step n is dependent on its past
mxˆ values and the past mx input values. The network uses a time-delayed (TDL)
architecture with a feedback connection from the output layer to the input layer of
the network. States in the NARX network are updated as
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xi (n+ 1)
=

u(n) i = mx
y(n) i = mx +my
xi+1(n) 1 ≤ i < mx OR mx < i < mx +my
so that at time n the tap delays correspond to the values
x (n) =
{u (n−mx) , . . . , u (n− 1) , y (n−my) , . . . , y(n− 1)}
The MLP approximation of the function f consists of a set of nodes organized into
two layers. There are i = 1...N inputs and h = 1...q nodes in the hidden layer. Each
hidden node performs the following function
zh (n) = σ
(
N∑
i=1
wihxi (n) + bh
)
,
where σ is the nonlinear transfer function
σ =
1
1 + e−x
and wih ∈ WH are the weights between the input and output layer and bh ∈ BH are
the weights of the bias term in the network, given by
WH =

wH1,1 · · · wH1,i
...
. . .
...
wHq,1 · · · wHq,i
 , BH

bH1
...
bHq
 .
The output layer consists of a single linear node
y (n) =
q∑
h=1
whzh (n) + θo,
where θo is the bias term at the output node and wh ∈ WO real valued weights,
given by
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WO =

wO1
...
wOq
 .
An advantage of the NARX architecture is that it can converge faster and gen-
eralize better than other networks [63]. In our experiments we specifically use a
derivative of the NARX network known as the non-linear autoregressive (NAR)
neural network where we do not have exogenous inputs. During testing, predicted
values at each time step are the only inputs fed to the network. Diving deeper
into the training and testing of our network, we differentiate between two modes of
operation similarly based on the NARX network modes of operation from [65].
We call the first one series mode, shown in Fig. 2.2; this is used during training.
Here the network has a purely feedforward architecture and a learning algorithm
such as backpropagation can be used for training. The second one is called parallel
mode in which the output is fed back to the input of the feedforward neural network
as part of the standard NARX architecture, as shown in Fig. 2.3, with the DELAY
being the tapped delay line. The series mode NAR network is converted to the
parallel mode to perform the prediction during testing. Our NAR network has
an input layer of neurons, an output layer, and one hidden layer. We previously
used the Lavenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm as a training function
to update the weight and bias values of the NAR model [43], we call this neural
network NARNET.
Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a stochastic global optimization algorithm which is based on the sim-
ulation of the social behavior of a swarm. It exploits a population of candidate
solutions in a search space. The particles in the swarm are initialized with a pop-
ulation of random solutions which will move through the N -dimensional problem
space to search for new potential solutions. A fitness, f, is then calculated as a
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Figure 2.2: NAR network series mode.
Figure 2.3: NAX network parallel mode.
certain measure of quality in reaching a target value. Each particle i is associated
with two vectors, the velocity vector Vi = [v
1
i , v
2
i , ..., x
N
i ] and the position vector
Xi = [x
1
i , x
2
i , ..., x
N
i ] and are updated as follows
−→v i(t+ 1) =
−→v i(t) + c1φ1(−→p i(t)−−→x i(t)) + c2φ2(−→p g(t)−−→x i(t))
−→x i(t+ 1) = −→x i(t) + ∆t−→v i(t+ 1).
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The first equation updates a particle’s velocity which is a vector value with multiple
components. The term −→v i(t+ 1) is the new velocity at time t+ 1. The new velocity
depends on three terms. The first term is −→v i(t), the current velocity at time t. The
second part is c1φ1(
−→p i(t) − −→x i(t)). The c1 term is a positive constant called the
coefficient of the self-recognition component. The φ1 and φ2 factors are uniformly
distributed random numbers in [0,1]. The −→p i(t) vector value is the particle’s best
position found so far. The −→x i(t) vector value is the particle’s current position. The
third term in the velocity update equation is c2φ2(
−→p g(t)−−→x i(t)). The c2 factor is
a constant called the coefficient of the social component. The −→p g(t) vector value is
the best known position found by any particle in the swarm so far. Once the new
velocity, −→v i(t + 1), has been determined, it is used to compute the new particle
position −→x i(t + 1). The term −→v i is limited to the range ±−→v max. ∆t is a time
delay in updating a particles position, which is usually set to 1. The personal best
position of a particle is calculated as:
−→p i(t+ 1) =
{ −→p i(t) if f(−→x i(t+ 1)) ≥ f(−→p i(t))
−→x i(t+ 1) if f(−→x i(t+ 1)) < f(−→p i(t)),
where f is the fitness function. PSO does not require a large number of parameters
to be initialized. But the choice of PSO parameters can have a large impact on
optimization performance and has been the subject of much research [66]. For most
practical applications, a typical choice of the number of particles is in the range from
10 to 40. Usually, 20 particles is sufficient to get good results. In the case of more
difficult problems, the choice can be increased to 100 - 200 particles. Parameters c1
and c2, (the coefficients of self-recognition and social components respectively) are
not critical for the convergence of the PSO algorithm, but fine-tuning these learning
vectors aids in faster convergence and alleviation of local minima. It is suggested to
set these parameters to c1 = c2 = 2 [49]. An alternative could be to choose a larger
self-recognition component, c1, than the social component, c2, such that it satisfies
conditions such as c1 + c2 = 4 [67].
The particle dimension and range is determined based on the problem to be
optimized. Various ranges can be chosen for different dimension of particles. Usually
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Figure 2.4: The scheme for value of the inertia weight w.
the range of particles is set as the maximum velocity. For instance, if a particle
belongs to the numeric range -5 to 5, then the maximum velocity is 10. The stopping
criteria may be any one of the following: the process can be terminated after a
fixed number of training epochs or iterations such as 1000, or the process may be
terminated when the error between the obtained objective function value and the
best fitness value is less than a specified threshold.
2.0.1 Adaptive PSO
The adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO) algorithm is based on the original
PSO algorithm and is described below:
−→v i(t+ 1) =
ω−→v i(t) + c1φ1(−→p i(t)−−→x i(t)) + c2φ2(−→p g(t)−−→x i(t)).
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The ω factor is called the inertia weight. The inertia weight plays an important role
in the convergence behavior of the PSO algorithm. The inertia weight is employed
to control the impact of the previous history of velocities on the current one. Ac-
cordingly, the parameter ω regulates the trade-off between the global exploration
and local exploitation abilities of the swarm. A large inertia weight aids in global
exploration (searching wide ranging areas), while a small inertia weight aids in local
exploitation (searching within the nearby areas). To obtain a balance between the
global and local searches the number of iterations required to locate the optimum
solution are reduced. The inertia weight is usually set as a constant initially and in
order to promote global exploration of the search space, the parameter is gradually
decreased to get more optimal solutions.
There are several variants of using an inertia weight. The inertia weight proposed
by Shi and Eberhart [68] decreases with iterative generations as:
ω = ωmax − (ωmax − ωmin) g
G
where g is the current iteration index, G is the predefined maximum number of
training epochs, and ωmax and ωmin are the maximal and minimal weights. From
empirical experimentation we have devised a slight variation of the inertia weight
which we call a stochastic initial weight:
ω = ωmin + φ(ωmax − ωmin) g
G
where φ is a normally distributed random number at each iteration. Our measure is
contradictory to the idea of having the inertia weight decrease over time. However,
we believe the increased exploration allows the particles to search more broadly over
time for new solutions in order to minimize the fitness function. Fig. 2.4 shows the
change in ω over iteration where it increases stochastically over time.
PSO for Training of Neural Networks
In the case of training a neural network through PSO, a particle’s position repre-
sents the values for the network’s weights and biases. The goal is to find a position
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so that the network generates computed outputs that match the outputs of the
training data. PSO is initialized with a group of random particles. In one epoch or
iteration, each particle is updated by following two best values. The first one is the
best weight solution achieved so far by each individual particle’s best position. An-
other best value tracked by the particle swarm optimizer, are the global best weight
values, obtained by any particle in the population; so, the velocity and position of
the obtained optimum solution is updated during an iterative process. The stop
criteria are reaching the maximum iteration number or satisfaction of the minimum
error condition.
Fig. 2.5 illustrates the flowchart of training a NAR neural network with PSO
which we call our PSONAR network. The first step is initialization. The network
is first constructed by choosing the number of input, hidden, and output node
parameters. Then all the PSO variables such as c1, c2, dt, Vmax, etc, and termination
conditions are chosen. These parameters have a very important effect to promote the
networks efficiency. The position vectors Xt and velocity vectors Vt are initialized
randomly between 0 and 1. Here the training data can also be preprocessed.
In the training algorithm, the search space is N-dimensional where N is set by
the total number of weights and biases in the network between the input and hidden
layer, and the hidden and output layer. The position coordinates of each particle
xi(t) in the search space is then the following weights:
xi(t) =
{
w1ih, w
2
ih, ..., w
n
ih,
w1ho, w
2
ho, ..., w
m
ho
}
,
where wIHn represents all the weights between the input and hidden nodes and
wHOm represents all the weights between the hidden layered nodes and output node.
During training, weights and biases of the NAR network are set to the calculated
positions of the given particle. Then all training data is fed into the network for
a given particle’s weights to get the network’s outputs. We then use the mean
squared error (MSE) as our fitness function. If the MSE is below a threshold then
training ends. If not then the pBest score of the given particle’s best position pi(t)
is compared to the MSE. If it is greater then the pBest score for the given particle
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Figure 2.5: PSONAR learning algorithm.
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Figure 2.6: 3D plot of spatial distribution of simulated ocean waves.
Figure 2.7: Training data window sample of 30 seconds.
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Figure 2.8: 10 second lookahead (20 steps) PSONAR prediction example.
is set to the MSE and pi(t) is set to the current position xi(t). The global best of all
the particles is compared to the fitness MSE. If it is greater, then the gBest score is
set to the MSE and Pg(t) is set to the current position xi(t). Next the position and
velocity vectors of the current particle are updated. If at this point the maximum
number of epochs has been reached then training stops. Otherwise the next particle
in the swarm is evaluated in the network. While we use one hidden layer in our
PSONAR, the training algorithm can easily be scaled to include multiple hidden
layers.
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Experimental Setup
2.0.2 Data Source
For our analysis, we use the well accepted standard wave equation model from [69]
where we assume the ocean is an ideal incompressible fluid with no loss of mechanical
energy. We also adopt the common assumptions that the fluid motion is irrotational
and that the wave amplitudes are small enough so that linear theory is applicable.
Moreover, the deployment area in the ocean is assumed to be of sufficient depth such
that finite depth effects, other than dispersion, are small. Finally, we assume that
the waves were created by forcing functions, distant storms for example, that were
applied at sufficient distances away resulting in the observation of fully developed
ocean waves. Under the assumptions just described, the solutions for the simplified
differential wave equation are plane waves consisting of a sum of sinusoids with
different amplitudes, frequencies, directions, and phases. Therefore, we assume that
wave elevations under a local wave field are described by plane waves having, in
total, M directions and frequencies. Then, for all two dimensional sensor locations
(x, y)T on the surface, all times t of interest, the exact phase-resolved (wave-by-
wave) wave elevation η(x, y, t) which would be observed at a particular location in
the deployment area is described by
η(x, y, t) =
M∑
i=1
Ai cos
(
(
w2i
g
)(x cos(βi) + y sin(βi))− twi+φi
)
,
where Ai is the amplitude in meters, ωi is the frequency in radians per second, βi is
the angular direction in radians measured relative to the x-axis, φi is the phase in
radians, and g is the acceleration due to gravity in m
s2
.
Using the just described model for the wave elevation, we assumed a local wave
field that is described by five component plane waves, each having its own amplitude,
frequency, direction, and phase. The sets used to describe the wave field were A =
{2, 2, 1, 1, 1.5}, w = 2pi{0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.22, 0.15}, β(degrees) = {50, 40, 25, 50, 0},
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Figure 2.9: 10 second lookahead (20 steps) NARNET prediction example.
φ = {2, 1, 3, 0.3, 0} where Ai, wi, βi, φi are the amplitude, frequency, direction, and
phase of the ith component wave, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 5. These values are chosen
based on typical values reported in experiments and observations found in [69–71].
A snapshot of the assumed wave field is given in Fig. 2.6.
The training data is then taken to be the wave elevation measurements taken at
the origin for 250 seconds, starting at time equal to zero, sampled at 2 Hz or one
sample every half a second observed under independent additive white Gaussian
noise with zero mean and 0.01 variance (minor noise) and second set with zero
mean and 0.25 variance (some noise). A sample window of 30s of data with noise is
shown in Fig. 2.7.
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2.0.3 Error Measurements
Error measurement statistics play a critical role in analyzing forecast accuracy, ob-
serving exceptions, and benchmarking methods. In our results we use five error
statistics, so that we can prove a broad comparison metrics for future studies, and
we provide confidence intervals for predicted values. We first use the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) which measures the size of the error in percentage terms
and is a common estimate of error in forecasting problems. MAPE is defined as
MAPE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣xi − yixi
∣∣∣∣,
where N, is the total number of predicted values, xi is the actual observed value,
and yi is the forecasted value by the neural network. We also calculate the mean
square error (MSE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) to evaluate accuracy
MSE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2, RMSE =
√
MSE.
We then use the mean absolute deviation (MAD) which measures the size of the
error in units. MAD takes the absolute value of forecast errors and averages them
over the entirety of the forecast time periods. It is calculated as the mean of the
unsigned errors
MAD =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|xi − yi|.
Lastly we use the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC) which is a measure of the
linear dependency between two variables, in our case the observed and forecasted
values, and is calculated as
CC =
∑N
i=1 (xi − x)(yi − y)√∑N
i=1 (xi − x)2
∑N
i=1 (yi − y)2
.
A confidence bound for a model or variable is an interval of values within which we
expect the true value of the population parameter to be contained. For calculating
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Figure 2.10: Convergence plot of PSONAR in Fig. 2.8.
bounds for our model we use the bootstrapping method [72] which resamples resid-
uals for estimating the variance of forecasted values at each time step. The upper
and lower endpoints are specified as
Y ± z σ√
n
,
with Y representing the sample mean (center of the confidence interval), σ/
√
n being
the standard deviation of the sampling distribution, and z is a constant multiplier
set at 1.96 for a 95% confidence interval.
Results
The PSONAR neural network is used to predict results of up to 5, 10, 30,
and 60 second forecasts where each forecast is composed of 10, 20, 60, and 120
prediction steps. The max number of training epochs was set to 1000. The NAR
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network for both PSONAR and NARNET has 1 hidden layer and empirically we
chose them to have 10 input nodes and 14 hidden node each. For the PSONAR
network we chose the coefficient of self-recognition to have a weight of 2.5 and the
social component to have a weight of 1.5. For the stochastic inertial weight we
set ωmax = 0.9 and ωmin = 0.4. Fig. 2.10 shows an MSE convergence plot for an
example prediction using PSONAR whose results are showcased in Fig. 2.8. Fig.
2.9 shows the same sample experiment run with the NARNET. Error statistics of
the plots are summarized in Table II.
Table 2.1: Table of error statistics with minor noisy data.
PSONAR 5s 10s 30s 60s
MSE 0.1626 0.7284 6.3961 9.8831
RMSE 0.4033 0.8535 2.5290 3.1437
MAPE 0.3428 0.4302 1.5131 4.5228
MAD 0.3437 0.7399 2.0099 2.5102
CC 0.9972 0.9643 0.4944 0.0103
NARNET 5s 10s 30s 60s
MSE 0.1531 1.3392 7.2867 11.4703
RMSE 0.3912 1.1572 2.6993 3.3867
MAPE 0.2033 0.7033 1.3948 3.4318
MAD 0.3161 0.8971 2.0568 2.6227
CC 0.9971 0.9332 0.4980 0.2076
Table I shows the error statistics for multistep prediction on data with minor
additive white Gaussian noise. Table II shows the error statistics for data with more
noise. As seen in the two tables, for 5s lookahead prediction the NARNET using
gradient descent backpropagation for learning performed better. Looking further
into the future PSONAR outperformed the NARNET network to a small extent.
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Table 2.2: Table of error statistics with higher noisy data.
PSONAR 5s 10s 30s 60s
MSE 0.2097 0.9153 8.9066 13.4073
RMSE 0.4579 0.9567 2.9843 3.6615
MAPE 0.1734 0.2964 2.0758 3.2429
MAD 0.3470 0.6783 2.4161 2.8644
CC 0.9974 0.9693 0.3743 0.0902
NARNET 5s 10s 30s 60s
MSE 0.1603 1.4119 10.8491 14.0818
RMSE 0.4003 1.1882 3.2937 3.7525
MAPE 0.2531 0.7421 1.3229 4.7647
MAD 0.3698 0.8938 2.0769 3.0842
CC 0.9971 0.9165 0.31433 0.12301
Conclusion
This work proposed a method for using particle swarm optimization to train a
non-linear autoregressive neural network. The accuracy of our proposed PSONAR
is tested using ocean wave heights for the purpose of aiding the integration of wave
energy into the power grid. As such, we believe our scheme will be helpful in multi-
step prediction as needed in integrating other stochastic renewable resources, such as
wind or solar. Moreover, compared to existing methodologies, the PSONAR can be
applied to other applications where predictions are needed for multiple time steps.
Our method of using a stochastic inertial weight in the PSO learning algorithm
to train our NAR neural network with simulated data showed successful results
in predicting short term ocean wave levels. Results show PSO can outperform
backpropagation.
In this study we ran experiments on one test set and used only a single set of
parameters for initializing the neural networks and the PSO learning algorithm.
Further work is planned to compare results of the stochastic inertia weight with a
decreasing inertia weight, expand the number of testing sets, test the effect of varying
the number of neural nodes and hidden layers, and provide a deeper computational
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analysis such as usage of memory and error analysis. We plan to also test a number of
PSO variants such as Clan PSO [58, 73], Trelea PSO [74], hybrid backpropagation
PSO [51], and other swarm methods such as ant colony optimization [75]. We
would then evaluate their effectiveness as training algorithms for training a NAR
network for time series prediction by running a Monte Carlo method to obtain a
distribution of multiple runs with each comparative method. In these studies we
plan to incorporate both simulated data and actual data from buoy sensors for wave
height elevations for studies in wave energy farm and wind speeds for studies in
wind energy farms.
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Chapter 3
Detection of Cyber-DSM Attacks
using Forecasting and Supervised
Learning
Introduction
In this chapter we examine a new domain of cyber enabled demand side manage-
ment (DSM). We study this domain in depth, provide a mathematical framework
for it, and showcase it’s vulnerabilities to attacks with the main goal to detect such
attacks. We introduce this problem to determine if its structure requires the need of
deep learning and forecasting. A number of statistical and machine learning meth-
ods are used for the detection of attacks and we provide an analysis if linear or
nonlinear methods in this case warrant better or worse results.
DSM is an essential component in smart grids for planning, monitoring, and
modification of consumer loads levels. Furthermore, future cyber-enabled DSM will
allow smart grids even higher levels of automated decision-making capabilities to
selectively schedule loads on local grids to improve power balance and grid stability.
Such a cyber approach relies heavily on real-time, two-way communication capabili-
ties between a central controller and various adaptable loads. Research into security
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and reliability of the cyberinfrastructure that enables DSM is therefore vital. The
main concerns in ensuring DSM security and safety lay in the feedback mechanism
of real-time electricity pricing and distributed DSM controllable loads. Particularly
in residential grids, each load contributes only a small amount of power and its
compromising might not cause a noticeable impact on the power grid. However, a
carefully planned or even chaotic cyber attack might impact other loads not under
attack or not under DSM control by taking advantage of the feedback mechanism
of load management.
Two-way communication capabilities of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
enables a utility or independent system operator (ISO), in the retail power markets,
to collect high-resolution energy usage from consumers and enable dynamic pric-
ing to adapt to consumer demand. Thus, AMIs provide an efficient way for ISOs
to schedule prices and to then communicate those prices to consumers for auto-
matic DSM control of certain portions of a load. AMIs can also provide practical
ways for ISOs to set DSM goals such reducing peak or decreasing aggregate load
levels through price influences. However, there are several vulnerabilities in AMIs
that present noteworthy security issues since they are directly accessible by users.
Additionally, due to the large scale deployments of AMIs, ISOs encourage the uti-
lization of marginally cheaper hardware which results in constrained computational
resources to allow for robust security capacities, for example, intrusion monitoring.
DSM programs utilize demand response, which is a specific tariff or program to
motivate customers to respond to changes in price or availability of electricity over
time by altering their regular electricity use habits. We take this a step further and
envision that cyber-enabled DSM programs will be able to autonomously control
household loads such as water heaters and HVAC units based on RTP. As part
of the reliable implementation of this future cyber-DSM, it is crucial to be able
to understand the dependency between dynamic pricing and automatic demand
response as well as the risks. Cyber-DSM programs can be particularly vulnerable
to cyber attacks such as false pricing information or direct load manipulation.
Our work is thus motivated to study this vulnerability in DSM. In the absence
of appropriate simulation methodologies, we provide a mathematical formulation of
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the feedback between utilities and DSM systems, and then simulate, analyze, and
test different detection methods for attacks on such feedback. This relationship
between load and price is shown visually in Fig. 3.1. As prices go up, demand
naturally responds by decreasing. However, if AMIs are hijacked, and false lower
prices are reported to DSM systems, then there will be an inappropriate increase in
demand. A similar effect happens if an attacker directly controls user loads. Then a
higher load usage by the attacker may inadvertently lead to higher prices for the rest
of the grid. We present how attackers can exploit such a dependency. We propose
a mathematical framework of the feedback between price setting and DSM systems
to study how attacks take place and how to detect them. The main contributions
of our approach can be summarized as follows.
First, we show the simple application of block bootstrap to simulate load data for
analyzing the relationship between load and price instead of relying on cumbersome
grid system simulations. We formalizing the price to load relationship using an
elastic demand model to achieve DSM goals. We combine the first two points to
generate load and pricing data in a DSM system; in particular under a strategic
conservation scheme as an example of a DSM goal. We propose two modes of attacks
on DSM systems: false pricing data injection and direct load manipulation. We
prove their equivalence and highlight three types of attacks that could be undertaken
by each mode. We empirically show how a high use of DSM can exacerbate attacks.
We simulate these attacks and review sequential change-point and machine learning
methods for detecting DSM attacks. We show that despite the complexity of the
domain, linear detection methods yield better results then nonlinear.
In section 3 we provide a literature review on DSM, and important DSM strate-
gies real-time pricing and load forecasting. In section 3.0.4 we apply the block
bootstrap technique for simulating the non-DSM load distribution of a micro-grid
of N homes from template residential load time series. Dependency models for the
feedback nature of load and prices are proposed in section 3.0.6 where we showcase
simulations of residential load and electricity prices when an automatic DSM pro-
gram controls certain portions of consumer demand as a function of price. In section
3.0.10 we present two modes of cyber attacks, direct load manipulation attacks and
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Figure 3.1: Feedback effect between price and DSM demand. As prices go up, demand
decreases. But if prices are hijacked and false prices are fed to DSM systems
then a false low price increases demand, and a false high price can decrease
demand. The same is true if demand was altered by an attack. If load usage
is increased by an attacker then prices would increase and vice versa.
price data injection attacks that can have a significant influence on the feedback of
load and price. We prove these two attacks are equivalent. We conclude in section
3.0.13 with possible directions of future work.
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Background
There are multiple strategies to accomplish DSM like load forecasting and real-
time pricing which are used for load management on in-home energy management
systems. So before introducing our models on the relationship between price setting
and demand response by cyber DSM systems, it is crucial to review foundational
material on DSM. In this section, we provide a brief overview of DSM goals and
approaches, real-time pricing, and load forecasting. We also review different pricing
simulation schemes which will play a role in modeling RTP.
3.0.1 Demand Side Management
DSM is an active and voluntary approach for reducing electricity use through ac-
tivities or programs that promote electric energy efficiency, conservation, or more
efficient management of electric energy loads [76]. Very often financial incentives
and educational programs are used to modify consumer demand. More specifically,
the main goals of DSM are peak clipping, valley filling, load shifting, strategic load
growth, flexible load shaping, and strategic conservation. These goals are summa-
rized in Fig. 3.2. In these goals, consumers are encouraged to use less energy during
peak hours, or to move the time of energy use to off-peak times such as nighttime, or
reduce overall consumption. Other applications for DSM is to aid grid operators in
balancing intermittent generation from wind and solar farms due to their volatility
nature which may not coincide with energy demand at different times of the day.
In our study, we focus on modeling and simulating the DSM goal of strategic
conservation, due to its simplicity and essential use in the smart grid. This goal
also makes it easier to study attacks on DSM by modeling strategic conservation
as a general reduction in load. Attacks then could stand out more versus goals like
flexible load shaping. More specifically, this DSM goal aims at reducing aggregate
load demand through directed reduction of electricity consumption. The successful
implementation of strategic conservation programs usually requires some combina-
tion of financial incentives to customers, the promotion of energy-efficient building
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standards, and appliance efficiency improvement. Strategic conservation also re-
quires a more excellent knowledge on the part of the utility concerning customer
behavior. We envision in the future that AMI and smart appliances in residential
DSM programs will automatically control specific portions of consumer load as a
function of real-time electricity prices to achieve the goal of strategic conservation.
Most DSM programs are formulated as an optimization problem as follows
min
Pt
T∑
t=1
(Lt − L′t)2,
where Pt is RTP at time t, Lt is actual load, and L
′
t is the target load level the
ISO is interested in achieving via DSM. The aim is to choose a price Pt for each
time step such that the actual load would reach as close as possible to the target
level. In [77], a DSM strategy was proposed based on heuristic optimization to shape
the load curve close to the desired shape. A heuristic-based evolutionary algorithm
was used to solve the above minimization problem. A multi-agent game theoretical
DSM approach is proposed in [78]. The authors use game theory and formulate
an energy consumption scheduling game, where the players are the users, and their
strategies are the daily schedules of their household appliances and loads. In [79],
the minimization problem is solved by utilizing a feedforward neural network to map
the nonlinear relationship between price and load. Recently, the DSM problem is
addressed in [80] as a multi-objective optimization problem that also seeks to balance
other merit functions such as energy production cost, costumers preferences, and
other constraints. Unlike these approaches, we propose a non-optimization based
solution utilizing the formulation of the price elasticity of demand. Our approach
is thus simpler, tractable, and more interpretable. Our solution also provides a
framework to simulate and study the effects of DSM attacks easily.
3.0.2 Load Forecasting
Load forecasting (LF) techniques are an essential component for RTP and other
ISO operations by predicting future energy requirements of a system from previous
data and weather conditions. It is recognized as the initial building block of utility
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Figure 3.2: Various demand side management goals.
planning efforts and ensures the balance between supply and demand of energy.
For a given system and requirements, LF provides predictions for specific periods.
These periods are divided into short, medium, and long term forecasts. Short term
LF is used to predict load on an hourly basis up to 1 week for daily operations and
cost minimization. Medium-term LF typically predicts load on weekly, monthly, or
yearly basis for efficient operational preparations. Long term LF is used to predict
load up decades ahead to facilitate grid and generation expansion planning. In this
work, we look at short term LF on the resolution of one hour up to a week.
LF models can be divided into two approaches [81], the first being statistical
based modeling and the second being machine learning. The statistical approach
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can be further broken down into regression and time series models. Multiple lin-
ear regression can be used with the weighted least squares estimation technique to
form a relationship between different independent covariates that load depends on
such as weather conditions. Regression models have been applied in LF in differ-
ent works such as in [82]. Time series models are also prevalent to apply to LF.
The most common model is the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and
its variants that include components such as integration (I), fractional integration
(FI), multivariate series (V), seasonality (S), exogenous (X) data, conditional het-
eroskedasticity (CH), and nonlinearity (N).
Hyperparameters of ARMA models can be solved using Box-Jenkins decompo-
sition or grid search with an Akaike information criterion. Various studies have
looked at all the different ARMA models for LF [83]. Other time series methods
for LF include simple exponential smoothing [84] and the Holt-Winters seasonal
method [85]. Time series analysis and regression analysis share many models and
ideas, but they are theoretically different. Time series analysis first deals with time
indexed stationary data and account for the autocorrelation between time events.
In regression we assume there is no autocorrelation, and that all observations are
independent and identically distributed. Furthermore, we also assume in regression
the data is homeostatic and does not exhibit multicollinearity.
Most recently, machine learning methods have seen a huge spike in LF research.
Machine learning models are data-driven, typically providing a nonlinear fit to in-
put covariate data to predict load. Advantages of this approach include not needing
preconditions for data such as stationarity (a requirement for most time series meth-
ods), excels at modeling nonlinear dependences, and can fit large data sets. Dis-
advantages for most machine learning models are that most hyperparameters are
continuous (difficult to tune), they require extensive feature engineer, and may get
stuck in local minimums. Models for LF include support vector machines [86], feed-
forward neural networks [87], recurrent neural networks [88], random forests [89],
and ensemble learning [90].
In all the various LF approaches, benchmarks are required to compare the pre-
diction performance of our models. The most common benchmarks are the naive
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persistence and seasonal methods. In the naive persistence method a prediction of
the load for time t is equal to the value from the previous time step t − 1 and in
the seasonal persistence method a prediction of the load for time t is equal the same
hourly value from the previous day t− 24.
3.0.3 Real Time Pricing
Every consumer of electricity is charged with a certain amount per kilowatt hour
(kWh) of energy. Such a charge is done to cover the costs associated with the
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity. The two main types of
costs are operational and fixed costs. During the 20th century, tariffs have been
used to recover costs. Lately, clever pricing schemes have been developed to meet
the requirements of modern power systems [91], such as, real-time pricing (RTP)
where consumers are charged with a price nearest to the real price of generation at
a specific interval in time. RTP plays an integral part in time-based DSM programs
that makes consumers choose the time of consumption of power as a response to
prices [92]. Cyber-enabled DSM programs are an automated form of time-based
DSM programs.
There are two types of RTP schemes, hourly pricing and day ahead pricing. In
the first type, the price of electricity is released on an hourly basis for the next
hour. In day ahead pricing, prices are announced for the next 24 hours based on
predicting the load demand and the cost of generation. RTP signals combined
with DSM automation at the consumer level provides benefits to both consumers
and utility. A properly designed RTP scheme increases the reliability of the grid,
reduces associated costs with generation, and lowers electricity bills of consumers.
Further review of RTP and other dynamic pricing schemes can be found in [81].
3.0.4 Models for Pricing Simulation
Most work that model and simulate the relationship between load demand to elec-
tricity prices are those that study how to price financial derivatives in electricity
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markets. Most models for a spot market employ one or two factors: one factor cap-
turing the short-term hourly price dynamics characterized by mean reversion and
very high volatility, and another factor representing seasonal price behavior. The
work in [93] provides a good overview of stochastic electricity pricing models which
we outline below.
In the last few years there has been a rapid increase in literature on stochastic
models for prices of electricity and other commodities. The simplest model for
spot prices takes into account mean-reverting behavior and is given by an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process, where spot prices St at time t follow a diffusion process satisfying
the stochastic differential equation
dSt = −λ(St − α)dt+ σdWt
where Wt is a standard Brownian motion, σ is the volatility of the process, and λ is
the velocity with which the process reverts to its long term mean α. In electricity
markets, prices show strongly mean reverting behavior so estimates for λ are set
quite high. Alternatively, a two factor model can be used of the form
dSt = −λ(St − Yt)dt+ σdWt
where Yt is a Brownian motion. Several other approaches describe prices in the form
St = f(t) +Xt or St = exp(f(t) +Xt) or St = exp(Yt +Xt)
where Xt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process responsible for the short-term variation,
Yt is a Brownian motion describing the long-term dynamics, and f(t) is an arbitrary
deterministic function to model seasonality based on time or a load forecast. These
approaches are able to realistically simulate electricity prices to help price derivative
contracts such as options and futures but they do not help describe the nonlinear
feedback relationship between load and price, nor do they incorporate elements to
model DSM in this feedback relationship. Therefore, we provide in this work a
feedback framework between load and price that includes DSM dynamics.
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Microgrid Simulation
Before modeling the load-price dependency of a DSM system, we need first to
obtain some ground truth data of what load data from a residential micro-grid looks
like without the presence of DSM, where we assume the elasticity of demand to price
is very low. To do this, we use the power time series from several homes as templates
for our grid and then generate artificial N household datasets. There are alternative
ways to generate artificially residential load data, such as by using power grid simu-
lators such as MATPOWER [94] or GridLAB-D [95]. Such software is cumbersome
and time-consuming in the simulation. Our object is to create unlimited but plau-
sible univariate load data to serve as the base demand for sample households before
the application of a DSM system. Thus, time series processes are more suitable for
such a task.
3.0.5 Data Source
We use the UMass Smart* [96] dataset, 2017 release, for the simulation of micro-
grid load time series. The Smart* project built a data collection infrastructure that
records data from a variety of sensors deployed in real homes. Their infrastructure
supports both pulling data by querying individual sensors and pushing data from
sensors to a gateway server, which ran on their software tools. The 2017 Home
dataset release is comprised of electrical power readings from seven homes from
2014 to 2016 at a minute resolution. It includes readings from individual appliance
sensors as well as total power usage of each home. We chose to use these seven
datasets as template homes in simulating the power usage of a micro-grid due to
the breadth of the data collected. For DSM attack research, these datasets can help
model an attacker compromising individual appliances. For each home the power
consumption is given in kW for every minute. We convert this time series to kWh
with a resolution of one hour which is common for smart meter readings and real
time price modeling [81]. We do this by obtaining the average power consumption
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within an hour and multiplying it by the time period as such
E(kWh) = t(hr) × 1
60
60∑
i=1
P i(kW ) (3.1)
3.0.6 Block Bootstrap Simulation
In the generation of new time series from sample data, several approaches can be
applied depending on the statistical properties of the series. Data that is stationary
can be modeled and generated using an ARMA process [97]. An ARMA model is
fitted to the data, and then future data is sampled from the ARMA distribution.
If there is no serial correlation, then the distribution of some sample data can be
modeled using Markov Chain Monte Carlo [98], and new data can be sampled from
this estimated distribution. However, in the case that data exhibited autocorrelation
and non-stationarity in the presence of a periodic seasonal pattern, then a natural
choice is to use the block bootstrap method [99].
Bootstrap is used in simulation statistics for estimating the distribution of a
statistic such as mean or variance. This is particularly useful when there is no
analytical form to estimate the density of our underlying statistics. A bootstrap
analysis is conducted by using the Monte Carlo algorithms with replacement. Data
is sampled with replacement until a new set is formed and then statistics are cal-
culated from that new set. The process can be repeated to get a more precise
estimate of the Bootstrap distribution and to form confidence intervals for those
statistics. The block bootstrap is used when the data, or the errors in a model,
are correlated. The block bootstrap attempts to replicate the serial correlation by
resampling blocks of data instead of individual observations. This is why the block
bootstrap is used primarily with correlated time series. In block bootstrap, blocks
sampled can overlap or be non-overlapping. For load time series simulation we use
block bootstrap with non-overlapping blocks to preserve the daily seasonal pattern
of power consumption. The process of block bootstrap simulation of a new home
power usage from a template home is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Process of block bootstrap simulation of a new home power usage (bottom)
from a template home (top). Example simulation samples are taken from
four days from the template series with replacement.
Dependency Model
3.0.7 Modeling Elastic Demand
For analyzing the feedback dependency between load and price in a DSM setting
it is first required to define a supply and demand relationship of electricity. To do
so we utilize the well known measure in economics, the Price Elasticity of Demand
(PED) [100] which can be given by
d =
dL
dP
· P
L
. (3.2)
PED shows the responsiveness of the Load (L) demanded of electricity to a change in
its Price (P). An absolute value of PED = 1 shows unitary elasticity. For instance,
when d = −1 then a 1% change in the price will have a 1% change in the load
demanded. As prices increase, load will decrease. When absolute PED falls between
0 and 1, this signifies that the demand for load is inelastic, while a value greater
then 1 says that the demand is elastic. When |d| = 0 the demand is perfectly
inelastic. A change in price has no affect on the load. While d = ∞ represents
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perfect elasticity. If d is constant the whole demand curve then,
1
L
dL = d
1
P
dP∫
1
L
dL = d
∫
1
P
dP
ln(L) = d ln(P ) + c
eln(L) = ed ln(P )+c
L = ed ln(P ) · ec
L =
(
eln(P )
)d · ec
L = P d · ec
substitute a = ec
⇒ L = a · P d
(3.3)
where a is a scaling constant. An example demand curve estimated from Eq. 3.3 can
be seen in Fig. 3.4. The figure also showcases the nonlinear relationship between
load and price where as the price, the independent variable, increases the load
demanded, the dependent variable, decreases.
3.0.8 Modeling Consumer DSM
In modeling the relationship between load and price under a DSM program, it is
important to define the individual loads of each customer in determining aggregate
load. For a customer who does not participate in a DSM program their load is
determined by the stochastic demand process of users actions such as watching tv,
using the AC, etc. Demand is impacted by multiple factors such as user preferences,
weather, and time of day. In this process, electricity prices have a small influence
on demand - individual customer demand is fairly inelastic to price. Following the
derivation in Eq. 3.3 we define the load usage of an individual customer i for time
t as
φt,i = θt,i(Pt + Pc)
dt,i ,
where Pt is the RTP for time t, Pc is constant of the retailer’s market costs which
does not vary with RTP, θt,i ≥ 0 is a scaling factor representing the stochastic
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Figure 3.4: Load as a function of price with arbitrary price range $1-100, α = 10, 000,
and d = -0.1,-0.2,-0.4,-0.6,-1, -2.
process that determines the user load, and dt,i is the elasticity coefficient for the
individual customers sensitivity to price changes. It can vary over time but without
DSM incentives most users have a fairly inelastic PED. For experimental purposes,
in modeling individual user loads we set φt,i equal to simulated bootstrapped user
load profiles defined in Section 3.0.6. We assume that prices, user preferences θt,i,
and dt,i have been absorbed in the calculation of the simulated load series. Thus we
use φt,i as a reference point to how much electricity a user wants to consume without
the influence of a DSM program. We model the task of the ISO as modifying φt,i to
some desired load levels.
The goal of DSM is to motivate the consumer to use less energy typically during
peak hours. A DSM program could have a number of goals all aimed at reducing load
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usage. These may be peak clipping where peak load is reduced, load shifting where
times of higher load are reduced and times of low load are increased, and many more
strategies. There are multiple ways a DSM program can achieve these goals such
as financial incentives, education, and regulation. In this work we look at the near
term future where in a home with a smart meter and smart appliances, users can
participate in a DSM program that automatically adjusts the load of interconnected
appliances (such as the water heater) as a function of price and a DSM elasticity
term that determines how fast or slow a users load under DSM control.
Realistically, only a certain portion κt,i ∈ [0, 1) of customer i’s power usage will
be under control of a cyber DSM program. There will always be some stochastic
component of power usage such as using a microwave oven or electric hairdryer. An
ISO can signal a users DSM program by setting prices where smart appliances adopt
to price changes with certain elasticity. We do no model direct load control. If prices
are set too high it will signal the DSM component of a users demand to start using
less load. If prices are set low then it signals the DSM program to increase load
usage. We model this DSM component as such
lt,i = (κt,iφt,i)P
dsmt,i
t + (1− κt,i)φt,i, (3.4)
where the first part (κt,iφt,i)P
dsmt,i
t is the load level customer i allows the DSM pro-
gram to determine as a function of price Pt and the DSM’s elasticity to price 
dsm
t,i .
Price elasticity of DSM dsmt,i may very over time and customer and affects how much
power usage should be affected by price. The second portion (1− κt,i)φt,i of a cus-
tomers load is the stochastic component. The DSM portion parameter κt,i is defined
as a function of time where users can add or remove house loads under DSM control
over time. The term κt,i can be modeled as a random variable (e.g. Uniform or
Gaussian) or as a fixed constant for users. Once each individual customers load has
been determined then total load (modified by a cyber-DSM program) for time t for
N customers is calculated by
Lt =
N∑
i=1
lt,i. (3.5)
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We also define the aggregate base load as
Φt =
N∑
i=1
φt,i, (3.6)
which represents the total demand had there not been a DSM program for a time
period t (ie κt,i = 0,∀i).
3.0.9 Modeling DSM Goals
The ISO has different DSM goals for reducing a customers load profile as mentioned
before these goals can be to reduce peak load or increase load in periods of low
demand. Two ways for a DSM program to control load are to make it a function
of electricity prices or for an ISO to directly control a homes energy usage by pro-
gramming its smart appliance. Given the privacy issues of having an ISO directly
control a homes energy usage, we model the indirect approach of achieving DSM
goals through setting electricity prices.
We introduce an approach how an ISO can set RTP, on an hourly basis, as a
function of aggregate load to achieve a desired load level L′t. The approach takes as
input a forecast Φˆt of the base aggregate load to calculate price Pt. This prediction
can be defined as
Φˆt = fpred (Φt−k:t−1, Pt−k:t−1, X) , (3.7)
where inputs to the prediction model are past base load Φ and price P values from
time t−k to t−1, and other predictor variables X such as time-of-day and weather
information. Various types of prediction models can be used for fpred such as neural
networks as reviewed in section 3.0.2. We now define RTP based on the formulation
in Eq. 3.3 as such
Pt =
(
L∗
Φˆt
)1/ˆdsm
. (3.8)
Where,
Goal 1: L∗ = L′t
Goal 2: L∗ = L′t + (L
′
t−1 − Lt−1)
. (3.9)
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The component L∗ adjusts the RTP based on two goals the ISO may have. The first
goal is to adjust the price to push power usage directly to the target level L′t with
the assumption that there is near 100% DSM participation by all customers. The
expectation is that if demand for time t is Φˆt, then a price point is set to push load
usage to L′t. Of course,if participation is less then 100%, which is more likely, then
the target level L′t will not be reached by Pt. So, to push the aggregate load, from
all users, as close as possible to the target load level, with an unknown amount of
participation, then a penalty would need to be added to Pt. We model this as Goal
2 where the idea is to affect the power usage of those under cyber-DSM control even
more than goal 1 to compensate for users who are not participating in DSM.
Some users will not be participating, or only have a small portion of their power
usage under control by the cyber-DSM program. We model their remaining power
usage as inelastic to RTP. Thus, to push aggregate load to a target level, taking into
account some load usage is inelastic, we need to push RTP much higher or lower to
have a bigger effect in pushing DSM controlled load closer to the target load. This
is what Goal 2 attempts to do, with the component L∗ = L′t + (L
′
t−1 −Lt−1) taking
the target load level for time t and adding the difference from the previous target
load L′t−1 and realized load Lt−1 as a penalty to adjust RTP to compensate for the
difference. If L∗ < 0 then we set L∗ = 10 or to some arbitrary small target value.
By subtracting the difference between the previous load and target level, we make
up for users not participating in DSM by forcing DSM users a higher price to push
their load even lower.
The term ˆdsm in Eq. 3.8 is an estimate of the price elasticity of DSM of the whole
grid; if individual user coefficients dsmt,i are unknown then ˆ
dsm can be estimated
from observing past values of price and load under different levels of DSM control.
Alternatively, the ISO can define dsm for all household cyber DSM programs. The
formulation in Eq. 3.8 sets prices by comparing the adjusted target load for time t
to the forecasted base demand Φˆt for the same time. This demand Φˆt would be the
level if no load was under DSM influence, thus to influence and alter it, Φt needs to
be estimated as accurate as possible.
In our approach, if the aggregate load is above the target load, RTP is set higher
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram highlighting the feedback between the utility and grid.
to decrease demand. If the aggregate load is lower than the target load, then the
price is decreased to increase demand. Thus, as also can be observed, in Eq. 3.8,
there is direct feedback between price and load Eq. 3.4. The block diagram in Fig.
3.5 also outlines this feedback that showcases the relationship between the utility
and grid. Generation sets the target load based, on the price and supply of power,
and the controller sets the price signal and the elasticity of demand coefficient for
DSM systems. The price is then fed into the grid into DSM systems which adjust
load usage appropriately. The bold red lines in Fig. 3.5 highlight the feedback
relationship between price and demand. The scope of work is in the mathematical
modeling of the controller and DSM system relationship. With such a model we
present in the next section how attackers can exploit it.
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Simulation Parameters
N 200 homes
dsm -1
Ltarget 200 kWh
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters used in case studies.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of price-load interaction with Goal 1 with DSM when κi = 0, ∀i
(a), κi = 0.5,∀i (b), and κi = 0.99,∀i in (c).
3.0.10 Simulation Parameters and Assumptions
For experimental purposes, in modeling individual user loads we set φt,i equal to
simulated bootstrapped user load profiles defined in Section 3.0.6. We assume that
prices, user preferences θt,i, and 
d
t,i have been absorbed in the calculation of the
simulated load series. Thus we use φt,i as a reference point to how much electricity
a user wants to consume without the influence of a DSM program. We model the
task of the ISO as modifying φt,i to some desired load levels. Furthermore, we include
the following assumptions in our modeling and simulation. We assume the ISO can
define dsm for each household and we set it as a constant for all customers and time.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation of price-load interaction with Goal 2 with DSM when κi = 0, ∀i
(a), κi = 0.5,∀i (b), and κi = 0.99,∀i in (c).
For additional simplicity, we model κi also invariant in time, but it may vary per
customer. Lastly, through AMI, we assume ISO the can obtain an estimated reading
of Φt−1 but not of individual user φt−1,i to preserve privacy. This way the ISO has a
time series of estimated non-DSM load demand in order to provide predictions Φˆt.
For all case studies in the rest of our paper, we use the UMass Smart* dataset
(2017 release) to bootstrap simulate residential load as described in Section 3.0.4.
We simulate a micro-grid of N = 200 residential homes for a time period of T to
obtain a phi distribution that defines a base load profile for each home i at each
time t. We set the DSM demand elasticity for each user to dsm = −1,∀i to allow
the DSM component of customer load to be sensitive enough to price changes. For
all case studies we set a simple flat target load of Ltarget = 200 kWh. We note,
however, that with our pricing formulation in Eq. 3.8 we can model any DSM goal
from peak load reduction to flexible load shaping. These simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 3.1. For forecasting Φˆt we use the naive persistence prediction
method.
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In Figures 3.6 and 3.7 we demonstrate a price-load feedback simulation for a
period of T = 48 hrs under Goals 1 and 2 with parameters defined in Table 3.1.
Under the Goal 1 scenario when κi = 0,∀i, shown in Fig. 3.6(a), we see that prices
range from $0.01 to $0.03 per kWh. As expected with no DSM program to influence
demand, the observed load is equal to the base load. The same is observed in Fig.
3.7(a) when the simulation is run with the Goal 2 RTP model. The only difference
under this scenario is the price range which is exceptionally high ranging from $0.01
to $0.6 per kWh. This is expected in this scenario since the ISO is attempting to
set prices to maximize the effect on DSM customers, which there are none, but this
is unknown to the utility. With no DSM the mean observed load is 332 kWh.
Next, we rerun the simulation setting κi = 0.5,∀i. In the Goal 1 scenario in
Fig. 3.6(b) we see that the base load was reduced with a mean observed load of
269 kWh. In Fig. 3.7(b) the same simulation is run with Goal 2. Here the mean
observed load was further reduced to 246 kWh, but large price spikes occur at peak
load times. Finally, we run simulations for κi = 0.99,∀i to study the effects of high
penetration of DSM. In simulating both goals, shown in Figures 3.6(c) and 3.7(c),
the mean observed load is reduced to 208 kWh, which is very close to the target
load. However, in Goal 2 we see great resonating feedback affect occur when prices
spike very high. RTP increases as a response to large values in observed load. Then
when load decreases to low levels prices decrease cause load to spike more during
the next time step. While under Goal 1 this is not observed. The higher prices set
in Goal 2 would see a large cost to DSM participating customers.
DSM Attack Models
An attacker can exploit the feedback between the customer and utility in de-
termining RTP and load usage by cyber DSM programs by injecting false price or
corrupted load data into the feedback loop. The attack exploitations we study here
are different from the false data injection attacks studied in other smart grid pa-
pers. Most false data injection attack works [101] study the compromise in energy
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Figure 3.8: Examples of different type of DSM attacks: (a) ramp attack, (b) sudden
attack, and (c) point attack.
management systems to alter power state estimates by the utility operator. In our
case, we study attacks that aim to alter a users load profile by exploiting cyber DSM
vulnerabilities.
For modeling attacks on a cyber DSM managed micro-grid we assume that the
attacker compromises a subset of all the N customers, we denote this subset as
A, for an attack period t ∈ Ta. We study two modes of attacks: false pricing
data injection attacks in which a compromised user receives manipulated pricing
information, and a direct load manipulation attack in which the appliances of the
compromised customer are under the control of the attacker. When communication
encryption is broken with an AMI, then a pricing data injection attack can occur. By
hacking into a cyber DSM load controller, or directly hacking into smart appliances,
then a direct load manipulation can occur by altering a users load profile. The two
modes of attacks are outlined below.
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Figure 3.9: Confusion matrix imposed on a time axis of attack predictions vs true ob-
servations.
• False Pricing Data Injection: The attacker can manipulate prices Pt re-
ceived by each compromised costumer i ∈ A, and the received price P it can be
different for various customers in order to achieve the attacker’s desired effect:
P at,i = Pt,i + a
P
t,i,∀i ∈ A, t ∈ Ta
This has the affect of compromising the demand response of a customer in the
following way:
la
P
t,i = (κiφt,i)(a
P
t,i)
dsm + (1− κi)φt,i
• Direct Load Manipulation: The attacker can manipulate the load of each
compromised customer lt,i, i ∈ D directly:
la
L
t,i = lt,i + a
L
t,i,∀i ∈ A, t ∈ Ta
Under both attack modes, we would get a compromised aggregate load which
may include one or both attacks occurring simultaneously
Lat =
N∑
i=1
la
P
t,i + l
aL
t,i .
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These two modes of attack are equivalent as they both affect a customers load
response as long a part of the load is under cyber DSM control that is sensitive to
price changes.
Theorem 1. Given a set of customers A compromised by the attacker, there always
exist a direct load manipulation attack such that all customers behave the same as
a pricing data injection attack and vice versa for κi > 0,∀i, t ∈ Ta.
Proof. Setting both attacks to have the same load, then the attack load is set as
follows
aLt,i = (κiφt,i)(a
P
t,i)
dsm + (1− κi)φt,i,
and the equivalent attacked price is
aPt,i =
(
aLt,i − (1− κi)φt,i
κiφt,i
)1/dsm
If κi = 0 then the two attack modes are not equivalent since a price attack will have
no affect on customer load.
Since false pricing data injection and direct load manipulation attacks are equivalent,
we focus only on direct load manipulation attack analysis.
There are different goals an attacker can have to harm the power grid or exploit
it. For example, an attacker can cause chaotic metering by messing the metering
data transmission, efficiency loss of the energy provided by causing greater load
volatility, or the energy system failure by overloading the power lines or devices.
The focus of this work is efficiency loss by increasing user loads through direct load
manipulation. In this scenario, we introduce three possible types of load attacks. A
ramp attack, sudden attack, and point attack. These type of attacks are shown in
Fig. 3.8 wherein plot (a) an attacker gradually increases a users load over time. In
plot (b) an attacker suddenly ramps up the power usage to a specified level, and in
plot (c) we demonstrate a point attack where the attacker increases loads only for
specific hours.
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Figure 3.10: ACF and PACF fplots of the residual series between the SARIMA fit tp
training data. From the plots we observe that the residuals are stationary.
Attack Detection
Here we outline sequential and supervised learning-based methods for attack
detection. The sequential detections methods are the one-sided cumulative sum
(CUSUM) test [102] and windowed generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [103].
Both these methods take as an input a residual time series that is the output of
applying a SARIMA filter to load observations. If enough past observations of load
data that is labeled as nominal or under attack are collected, then detection of
attacks can be made by training supervised learning classifiers. Supervised learning
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Figure 3.11: Q-Q plot of the residual series between the SARIMA fit tp training data.
From the plot we observe that for extreme quantiles the distribution is not
Gaussian.
algorithms have been broadly adopted to the smart grid literature for monitoring
and detecting cyber attacks on power systems [104–106]. Here we employ several
supervised learning methods for detecting attacks on cyber-DSM systems. It is
unlikely that an ISO can collect high-quality attack data due to the lack of such
attacks occurring. However, such data can be simulated. Using past load data we
simulate direct load manipulation attacks by creating different types of attacks as
shown in Fig. 3.8.
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3.0.11 Sequential Detection Methods
In sequential change point detection, a series does not have a fixed length. Instead,
observations are received and processed sequentially over time. When an observation
has been received, a decision is made about whether a change has occurred in the
state based only on the observations which have been received so far or within
a fixed past window size. If no change is detected, then the next observation in
the sequence is processed. The sequential formulation allows sequences containing
multiple change points to be easily handled. Sequential change point detection can
be applied in the case of attack detection to identify if a load time series has been
compromised. If an attack is flagged, then an ISO can take appropriate actions to
prevent further damage to the grid.
Under the Sequential Detection paradigm we collect observations an apply a
whitening filter to produce a residual series with the assumption that it is white
Gaussian noise. If an additive attack At > 0 is present for observation t, this will
cause a definite shift in the mean of the residual series. This detection problem
can thus be stated as deciding if a null hypothesis H0 is true, where the residual
series has zero mean and known variance (invariant in time and estimated from a
sample population), or if the alternative hypothesis H1 is true which states that the
examined series has some mean not equal to zero thus being under attack. This
can be modeled as a hypothesis test, and for the GLRT and CUSUM detectors this
translates to
H0 : xt iid∼ N (0, σ2), t = 1, ..., N
H1 : xt iid∼ N (At, σ2), At > 0, t = 1, ..., N
For the GLRT detector, to simplify implementation, we model the attack as if it
were constant A > 0 but unknown. To produce a residual series a SARIMA multi-
step forecast for t = 1, ..., N is made before the detection period. This forecast is
conducted using a past window of training data that was not under attack. The
forecast is made for time t to t+ k. These predictions are then subtracted from the
incoming observations to produce a residual time series which is then fed as input
into the GLRT and CUSUM detectors.
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The generalized likelihood ratio with a threshold to decide H1 is defined as
p(x;A,H1)
p(x;H0) =
1√
2piσ2
exp−
1
2σ2
∑N
t=1(xt−A)2
1√
2piσ2
exp−
1
2σ2
∑N
t=1 x
2
t
H1
≷
H0
γ
Taking the log of both sides simplifies the results to
T (x) =
1
N
N∑
t=1
xt
H1
≷
H0
σ2
NA
ln γ +
A
2
= γ′
The threshold is then found by
PFA = P (T (x) > γ
′;H0) = Q
(
γ′√
σ2/N
)
⇒ γ′ =
√
σ2
N
Q−1(PFA)
where N is the size of our window and σ is estimated from past training data used
to produce the SARIMA forecasts.
A CUSUM test is a control chart, that is used to monitor the mean of a process
based on samples taken from past data at specific time intervals. It is a class
of non-linear stopping rules for structural changes. Given information of current
and previous samples, a CUSUM test relies on the specification of a target value
h and a known or reliable estimate of the standard deviation σ the process. The
CUSUM test typically signals an out of control or anomalous process by an upward
or downward drift of the cumulative sum until it crosses the target threshold. For
attack detection, if the mean of the load series shifts above the target threshold, we
then assume the grid is under attack.
We define the CUSUM detector as follows. Taking the residual series xt =
yt − Et−1[yt], again defined by a SARIMA forecast Et−1[yt], we define a one-sided
CUSUM detector as
gt = max(0, gt−1 + xt − k)
where k is called the reference value (sometimes also called drift) set priori to values
such as 0, 0.5, or A/2 if the size of A is known in advance. When gt = 0 then we
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define the change time as tc = t, and when gt > h > 0 we reset gt = 0 and flag an
alarm at time ta = T . The alarm threshold is also set priori to some value based
on the sample population standard deviation such as h = 2σ where σ is estimated
from past training data used to produce the SARIMA forecasts.
3.0.12 Supervised Learning Methods
Changepoint detection could alternatively be treated as a supervised learning binary
classification problem. Under this scheme, all of the change point sequences, or in
our case attacks, represent one class, and all of the nominal sequences represents
a second class. Supervised learning methods are machine learning algorithms that
learn a mapping from input data to a target class label. Given a set of samples
X = {xi}Ni=1 and a set of labels Y = {yi}Ni=1, then the supervised learning detection
problem is defined as a hypothesis function that captures the relationship between
samples and labels f : X −→ Y . A sliding window moves through the data, consid-
ering each difference between two data points as a possible change point.
An advantage of treating attack detection as a supervised learning approach is a
more straightforward training phase. However, a sufficient amount and diversity of
training data need to be provided to represent all of the classes. To ensure enough
training data, and to prevent class label imbalance, we simulate all attack data
to train our algorithms. Machine learning methods have successfully been applied
several times in data injection attacks in power systems [105, 106], so we analyze
here their ability in detecting data attacks on cyber DSM systems. The binary
classification problem for attack detection can be defined as
yi =
 1, if Ai > 00, if Ai = 0
where yi = 1 if the i-th observation is under attack, and yi = 0 if there is no at-
tack. A variety of classifiers can be used for this learning problem. For detection of
DSM attacks, we examine logistic regression (LR), random forests (RF), Gaussian
Naive Bayes (GNB), gradient boosting classifier (GBC), and artificial neural net-
work (ANN). We chose these classifiers because they are all very powerful and have
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widespread use in both industry and academia; model descriptions of these methods
can be found in [107,108].
3.0.13 Performance Analysis
For the security of cyber DSM systems, the major concern is not just the detection
of attacks, but also the detection of nominal data with high reliability. That is,
we want a detection system that can predict not only with high accuracy but also
with high precision and recall to avoid false alarms. Therefore, we measure the
true positives (TP), the true negatives (TN), the false positives (FP), and the false
negatives (FN). Definitions of these measures are visually shown in Fig. 3.9. We
use these measures to calculate several main performance indicators of accuracy,
precision, and recall.
We calculate accuracy as the ratio of correctly classified data points to total data
points
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
This measure provides the total classification success of the models. But alone,
accuracy is not enough to get a full picture of performance. Precision is calculated
as the ratio of true positive data points (attacks) to total points classified as attacks
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
On the other hand, recall, also known as the true positive rate (TPR), refers to the
portion of attacks that were recognized correctly
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
Precision values give information about the prediction performance of the algo-
rithms, whereas recall values measure the degree of attack retrieval. For instance,
a recall value equal to 1 signifies that none of the attacked measurements were
misclassified as nominal.
We use one more final measure of total performance of our detectors, the receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is an assessment that enables
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visual analysis of the trade-off between TPR and false positive rate (FPR). This can
also be seen as the trade-off between the probability of detection and the probability
of false alarm. FPR is defined as follows
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
.
The ROC curve is constructed by plotting a two-dimensional graph with FPR on
the x-axis and TPR on the y-axis at various threshold settings. A detection algo-
rithm produces a (TPR, FPR) pair that corresponds to a single point in the ROC
space. The best possible detection method would produce a point in the upper left
corner, coordinate (0,1) of the ROC space. A random prediction would give a point
along a diagonal line from (0,0) to (1,1). Points above this line are considered to
have performance, while points below are considered with performance worse than
guessing.
Detection Experiments
For attack simulation and detection experiments we use all the same parameters
from Table 3.1 but we varied the levels of κ and attacks at. We simulate each of
the three types of attacks as visualized in Fig. 3.8, each in the form of direct load
manipulation attack, under DSM participation levels κ = 0.1 and 0.9. This creates a
total of six experiment scenarios. For each scenario, we simulate 28 days of training
data (672 observations) and 2 proceeding days of test data (48 observations), both
at a resolution of 1 hr. All training data is created nominally with no attacks. In
the test data sets, the first 24 hrs of the test data are not under attack. The last 24
hours of the test data we add one of the three type of attacks. For ramp attacks,
for each time step we add an attack at = at−1 + 5 where the first 24 hours of the
test set at=0...23 = 0. The sudden attacks are similar except the attack is an additive
constant at = 150. The last type of attack, point attacks, are at=24 = 250, at=29 =
200, at=34 = 300, at=37 = 100, at=46 = 150, and at = 0 everywhere else.
For the sequential detectors, we use multi-step SARIMA forecasts to predict the
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next 48 hrs, and then use those forecasts to filter incoming test data for detection.
Training was conducted on the training time series of 28 days of nominal data.
SARIMA hyperparameters were chosen by examining lag one differenced autocor-
relation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) plots of the
training data. These forecasts where then subtracted from the incoming test data
to obtain a residual series that is input to the sequential detectors. The assumption
for both detectors is that the residual series is Gaussian white noise, where the series
has zero mean, and each observation is independent identically distributed from a
Gaussian distribution.
To ensure the residuals are white noise we apply the augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test to check for stationarity, we examine the ACF/PACF plots to check for
independence and run a Jarque-Bera test, and we examine a Q-Q plot to check if
the residual series has a Gaussian probability distribution. We conduct these checks
on all scenario training datasets, where we first train a SARIMA fit on them and
then subtract that fit to produce the residual series. In all the training data sets,
the residuals were proven to be stationary from the ADF test and independent from
ACF/PACF plots. However, the Jarque-Bera test and Q-Q plots showed that the
observations did not come from a Gaussian distribution. Example, ACF/PACF and
Q-Q plots for κ = 0.1 are shown in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11. Despite the residuals not
being Gaussian, we still run the sequential detectors and examine their performance.
For training the supervised learning methods, for each of the six scenarios, we
simulate more data to ensure proper class learning. We keep the test sets the same,
but we extend each training set doubling its size. We keep the original training set,
labeling it as nominal, and then make a copy of it. In the copy, we split it into three
parts, each part we add one of the types of attacks at random levels. We label each
observation of this set as under attack. We add the nominal and attacked training
sets together to form a new training set with a total of 1,344 observations. With
our training and test time series, we then create a set X features and Y labels that
could be fed into the supervised learning classifiers. Each training sample xi ∈ X is
composed of 24 hours of lagged data, each hour is one feature, and each label yi ∈ Y
corresponds to a class 0 (not under attack) and class 1 (under attack). Together we
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get N = 1, 298 pairs of (xi, yi) training samples.
We run our experiments on a computer with an Intel i7 6700 2.6 GHz, and
16 GB of RAM. Implementation of the simulations, experiments, and sequential
detectors were done in Python 3.6. Implementation for SARIMA forecasts was
done using the Python package Statsmodels [109], the supervised learning methods
and confusion evaluation metrics were implemented using the Scikit-Learn Python
package [110], and ROC curves were created using the Matplotlib Python package
[111]. All classifiers used default hyperparameters from Scikit-Learn. We compiled
all code and data used in our work, into a Python package titled LehighDSM which
is publicly available on GitHub [112].
Experimental results from the six scenarios are reported in Table 3.2, in the
form of accuracy, recall, and precision metrics, and Fig. ?? which showcases six
ROC curves, one for each scenario. All performance measures in Table 3.2, were
calculated using the best thresholds found in the ROC curves by searching for the
shortest distance from each curve to the corner (0,1). As seen in Fig. ??(c,f) type 3
attacks, under any DSM level, had the lowest detection rates across thresholds with
ANN being the worst performer. In Fig. ??(a,d) LR yielded the best performance
with GNB, and again ANN being the worst. Type 2 attacks in Fig. ??(b,e) resulted
in the best detection with CUSUM, LR, GNB and GBC having perfect performance.
With the results from Table 3.2, we have the following conclusions; demonstrated
findings imply that detection of attacks has a higher accuracy with higher levels of
DSM participation. This occurs since higher DSM penetration results in more aggre-
gated attacks. However, we note that an attacker, if having perfect knowledge of the
grid could decrease their intensity and make detection more difficult. Furthermore,
supervised learning classifiers performance on average was on par or better than se-
quential detection methods. LR detector had the highest accuracy for a lower level
of DSM usage, while ANNs performed the worst in all scenarios. This highlights
the power of linear detection methods over nonlinear. Point attacks resulted in the
poorest detection with the CUSUM detector having the best performance. Type 2
attacks had higher recall and precision across all detectors for both levels of DSM.
This is because a sudden attack shifts the mean of the data as a constant over time,
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Table 3.2: Evaluation metrics for attack detection.
κ 0.1 0.9
Attack Type 1 2 3 1 2 3
A
cc
u
ra
cy
LR 89.6 100.0 87.5 87.5 100.0 75.0
RF 77.1 97.9 64.6 77.1 93.8 60.4
GNB 70.8 77.1 75.0 79.2 100.0 72.9
GBC 85.4 97.9 66.7 85.4 100.0 64.6
ANN 56.3 95.8 20.8 75.0 79.2 14.6
GLRT 79.2 95.8 58.3 91.7 97.9 58.3
CUSUM 83.3 95.8 95.8 87.5 100.0 100.0
R
ec
al
l
LR 92.0 100.0 80.0 89.0 100.0 80.0
RF 56.0 96.0 80.0 56.0 88.0 80.0
GNB 88.0 56.0 80.0 60.0 100.0 80.0
GBC 76.0 96.0 100.0 88.0 100.0 80.0
ANN 68.0 92.0 60.0 76.0 68.0 80.0
GLRT 76.0 92.0 80.0 84.0 96.0 80.0
CUSUM 80.0 96.0 100.0 84.0 100.0 100.0
P
re
ci
si
on
LR 88.5 100.0 44.4 88.0 100.0 26.7
RF 100.0 100.0 20.0 100.0 100.0 18.2
GNB 66.7 100.0 26.7 100.0 100.0 25.0
GBC 95.0 100.0 23.8 84.0 100.0 20.0
ANN 56.7 100.0 7.7 76.0 89.5 9.1
GLRT 82.6 100.0 17.4 100.0 100.0 17.4
CUSUM 87.0 96.0 71.4 91.3 100.0 100.0
which is more identifiable, yielding fewer false positives and more true positives.
Conclusion
In this work, we study the exploitation of the hypothetical premise of the feed-
back between future cyber-enabled DSM programs, on the consumer side, and dy-
namic RTP on the utility side. An attacker with exploitive economic or nefarious
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intentions, such as causing efficiency loss of energy provision, can take advantage of
the dependency between dynamic pricing and DSM load control. The utility mod-
ifies prices in response to forecasted demand in order to push realized load up or
down. This is done to achieve some target load level with the goal to reduce peak
load or achieve some other DSM objective. On the user side, cyber DSM programs
then autonomously respond to prices to adjust certain portions of a users load up
or down with some given elasticity.
We propose two modes of attacks, false price data injections, and direct load
manipulation. Under a false price data injection, an attacker modifies the RTP that
users receive to alter their demand. Through a direct load manipulation attack, an
attacker hacks and alters a users load profile directly. In both these attacks, aggre-
gate load from the grid is modified which then can alter future prices or demand.
We showcase how these two modes of attacks are equivalent and introduce three
ways an attack can occur. The first type is a ramp attack, the second is a sudden
attack, and the third is a point attack. We simulate these type of attacks and review
several methods to detect them.
We simulate and examine load-price data under different levels of DSM partic-
ipation with three types of additive attacks: ramp, sudden, and point attacks. We
applied sequential change point and supervised learning methods for detection of
DSM attacks. Results conclude that higher amounts of DSM participation can ex-
acerbate attacks but also lead to better detection of such attacks, point attacks are
the hardest to detect, and supervised learning methods produce results on par or
better than sequential detectors. Examining these detection methods, we conclude
that linear methods such as logistic regression resulted in better detection of at-
tacks then nonlinear methods such as deep learning. Additionally, linear SARIMA
forecasts as part of the change point detectors also yielded acceptable results.
This cyber-enabled DSM domain is an excellent example of a problem where
linear methods are better than nonlinear ones thus the need for deep learning or
advanced probabilistic forecasting is not warranted. However, we hypothesize that
when renewable energy generation is introduced into this problem, the detection of
attacks can become much more difficult. Renewable generation can bring a lot of
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uncertainty, and an attacker can exploit this uncertainty and amplify in the DSM
problem.
The following chapters thus examine various new probabilistic forecasting meth-
ods hybridized with deep learning to predict highly chaotic and nonstationary re-
newables such as wind energy. We propose several novel architectures including
support vector machines and neural networks for the forecasting problem. In fu-
ture work, we plan to expand the DSM problem to include renewables and utilize
probabilistic forecasting methods for the detection of attacks.
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Chapter 4
Constrained Support Vector
Quantile Regression
Introduction
Predicting and managing uncertainty in the production of wind power is one of
the biggest challenges facing its integration into the smart grid. Forecasting un-
certainty in wind is needed for many operational applications in a wind farm from
turbine and storage control to bidding and trading in energy markets. Forecasting
horizons can be categorized into three main time scales: short-term looking out
several hours or days, long-term looking out to weeks or a month, and seasonal.
Traditionally wind power prediction is based on deterministic point forecasts where
they provide an expected output for a given look-ahead time. These forecasts how-
ever lack uncertainty information. As such a large research effort has been taken
recently by the renewables forecasting community [8] to produce full probabilistic
predictions which derive quantitative information on the associated uncertainty of
power output. Although various methods have been proposed, it is still a chal-
lenge to make accurate and robust probabilistic predictions for highly nonlinear and
complex data, such as wind.
Probabilistic wind models are based on either meteorological ensembles that are
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obtained by a weather model [10] or on statistical learning methods [11]. Focus-
ing on statistical learning, these methods can be applied to forecast full predictive
distributions in the form of quantiles or prediction intervals. For instance, in [113]
prediction intervals are estimated by adaptive re-sampling which is a common prob-
abilistic forecasting strategy. Quantile regression (QR) is another very popular
approach. In [26] local QR is applied to estimate different quantiles while In [27]
spline based QR is used to estimate quantiles of wind power. In [28] quantile loss
gradient boosted machines are used to estimate 99 quantiles and in [29] multiple
quantile regression is used to predict a full distribution with optimization done us-
ing the alternating direction method of multipliers. Quantile regression forests [30]
have also been applied in forecasting which are an extension of regression forests
based on classification and regression trees. A thorough overview of probabilistic
wind power forecasting is provided in [17].
In most of these approaches, estimation of each quantile is conducted indepen-
dently. This could lead to the quantile cross over problem where a lower quantile
overlaps a higher one. This is undesirable as it violates the principle of distribution
functions where their associated inverse functions should be monotone increasing.
A way to prevent this issue is to utilize a simple heuristic of reordering estimated
quantiles, however this does not have much theoretical basis and may lead to inap-
propriate quantiles.
The solution then is to optimize quantiles together with non-crossing constraints.
In [114] a constrained support vector quantile regression (CSVQR) method was de-
veloped with non-crossing constraints where it was used to fit quantiles on static
data. This formulation is re-purposed here for probabilistic forecasting. Other
machine learning frameworks have been used before for uncertainty prediction of re-
newables such as nearest neighbors [115], neural networks [12], and extreme learning
machines [116] but support vector machines (SVMs) have yet to be examined for
wind uncertainty forecasting. We propose that SVMs are not only effective in long
term prediction due to their ability to handle nonlinear data via kernels but can
be easily extended with constraints to ensure non-overlapping quantile estimates.
Our study is the first to showcase the use of CSVQR with a sliding window of
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training data as well as showcase the effectiveness of constraints to ensure mono-
tonically increasing quantiles for probabilistic prediction. We provide the derivation
of CSVQR and analysis of experimental results on publicly available wind data.
Several common benchmark methods are used for comparison.
Support Vector Quantile Regression
The proposed approach of support vector quantile regression for nonparamet-
ric probabilistic forecasting is directly related to the derivation of support vector
regression (SVR). The goal with SVR is to find
f(xi) = w · xi + b (4.1)
that has at most ε deviation from the target yi for all training data. To do this and
ensure w is small the Euclidean norm is minimized
min
w
1
2
‖w‖2 (4.2)
subject to
yi − f(xi) ≤ εf(xi)− yi ≤ ε
The assumption in (4.2) is that such a function f actually exists and can approximate
all pairs (xi, yi) with ε precision, or in other words that the convex optimization
problem is feasible. Sometimes this may not be the case or one may also want to
allow for some errors. In that instance slack variables ξ−i and ξ
+
i can be introduced
to deal with infeasible constraints of the optimization problem
min
w,b
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
(ξ−i + ξ
+
i ) (4.3)
subject to

yi − f(xi) ≤ ε+ ξ−i ∀i
f(xi)− yi ≤ ε+ ξ+i ∀i
ξ−i , ξ
+
i ≥ 0 ∀i
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The constant C > 0 determines the trade off between the flatness of f and the
amount up to which deviations larger than ε are tolerated.
4.0.1 Nonlinear Quantile Regression
To fit the nonlinearity of wind data, nonlinear quantile regression (NQR) can be
utilized. NQR is implemented by projecting an input vector x into a potentially
higher dimensional feature space F using a nonlinear mapping function φ(·) implic-
itly defined by a kernel K. This gives the functional form of
fτ (x) = w
>
τ φ(x)
where fτ is the τ -th quantile of the distribution of y conditional on the values of
x, wτ is a vector of parameters. The NQR simplifies into linear quantile regression
if φ(x) = x. To solve the NQR problem it can be expressed by the following
formulation with added L2 penalty to prevent overfitting
min
wτ
1
2
‖wτ‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
ρτ (yi − fτ (xi))
By introducing slack variables ξ−i and ξ
+
i the problem can be re-written as a support
vector quantile regression problem
min
w,b,ξ−,ξ+
1
2
‖wτ‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
(τξ+i + (1− τ)ξ−i ) (4.4)
s.t.

yi − w>τ φ(xi)− ξ+i ≤ 0
−yi + w>τ φ(xi)− ξ−i ≤ 0
ξ−i , ξ
+
i ≥ 0
This form is the support vector quantile regression primal.
4.0.2 SVQR Dual Formulation
The optimization problem in (4.4) can be solved more easily in its dual form. The
dual also provides the key for extending support vector machines to nonlinear func-
tions, and is done by using the standard dualization method utilizing Lagrange
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multipliers. The main idea is to construct a Lagrange function from both the pri-
mal formulation and the corresponding constraints by introducing a dual set of
variables. The Lagrangian is then defined as
L =
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
(τξ+i + (1− τ)ξ−i )
+
N∑
i=1
α+i (ui − ξ+i ) +
N∑
i=1
α−i (−ui − ξ−i )
−
N∑
i=1
(η+i ξ
+
i + η
−
i ξ
−
i )
(4.5)
where α+i , α
−
i , η
+
i , and η
1
i , ∀i are the Lagrange multipliers (dual variables) having
positivity constraint α+i , α
−
i , η
+
i , η
1
i ≥ 0. It follows from the saddle point condition
that the partial derivatives of L with respect to the primal variables (w, b, ξ+i , ξ
−
i )
have to be zero for optimality
∂L
∂w
= w −
N∑
i=1
(α+i − α−i )φ(xi) = 0 (4.6)
∂L
∂b
=
N∑
i=1
(α+i − α−i ) = 0 (4.7)
∂L
∂ξ+i
= τC − α+i − η+i = 0 (4.8)
∂L
∂ξ−i
= (1− τ)C − α−i − η−i = 0 (4.9)
Substituting Eq. (4.6) to Eq. (4.9) into Eq. (4.5) yields the dual minimization
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optimization problem
min
α+i ,α
−
i
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(α+i − α−i )(α+j − α−j )K(xi, xj)−
N∑
i=1
(α+i − α−i )yi
subject to

∑N
i=1(α
+
i − α−i ) = 0
α+i ∈ [0, τC],∀i
α−i ∈ [0, (1− τ)C],∀i
(4.10)
where K(xi, xj) is a kernel function in the input space and equal to the inner product
of vector xi and xj in the feature space, i.e. K(xi, xj) = φ(xi)
>φ(xj). Eq. (??) can
then be rewritten as
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
(α+i − α−i )K(x, xi) (4.11)
4.0.3 Non-crossing Quantile Constraints
In Eq. (4.4) a single quantile is estimated. To estimate multiple quantiles this
formulation could be run to solve for different τ ’s independently. However in doing
so quantiles may cross each other which is not desirable since it violates the principle
of monotone increasing inverse density functions. To prevent this, constraints need
to be introduced [114]. 0 < τ1 < ... < τM are defined as the orders of M conditional
quantiles to be estimated. To ensure these quantiles do not cross each other the
following constraint is needed f1(xi) ≤ ... ≤ fM(xi),∀i. With this constraint the
primal problem of the non-crossing conditional quantile estimator is given by
min
w,ξ−,ξ+
M∑
m=1
(
1
2
‖wm‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
(τmξ
+
mi + (1− τm)ξ−mi)
)
(4.12)
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s.t.

yi − w>mφ(xi)− ξ+mi ≤ 0, ∀m,∀i
−yi + w>mφ(xi)− ξ−mi ≤ 0, ∀m,∀i
ξ−mi, ξ
+
mi ≥ 0, ∀m,∀i
w>mφ(xi)− w>m+1φ(xi) ≤ 0, ∀m,∀i
The Lagrangian for the problem is then defined by
L =
M∑
m=1
(
1
2
‖wm‖2 + C
N∑
i=1
(τmξ
+
mi + (1− τm)ξ−mi)
+
N∑
i=1
α+mi(yi − w>mφ(xi)− ξ+mi)
+
N∑
i=1
α−i (−yi + w>mφ(xi)− ξ−mi)
−
N∑
i=1
(η+miξ
+
mi + η
−
miξ
−
mi)
)
+
M∑
m=1
N∑
i=1
λmi
(
w>mφ(xi)− w>m+1φ(xi)
)
(4.13)
where a Lagrange multiplier λmi ≥ 0 is introduced for m = 1, ...,M − 1, ∀i, and
λ0i = λMi = 0. By letting the partial derivatives of L with respect to wm be zero,
the following is obtained
∂L
∂wm
= wm −
N∑
i=1
(α+mi − α−mi)φ(xi)
+
N∑
i=1
(λmi − λm−1i)φ(xi) = 0
(4.14)
Partial derivatives of the other primal variables ξ+mi and ξ
−
mi are
∂L
∂ξ+mi
= τmC − α+mi − η+mi = 0 (4.15)
∂L
∂ξ−mi
= (1− τm)C − α−mi − η−mi = 0 (4.16)
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Plugging these equalities back into Eq. (4.13) the following dual minimization prob-
lem can be obtained
min
α+,α−,λ
M∑
m=1
−1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(α+mi − α−mi)(α+mj − α−mj)...
K(xi, xj) +
N∑
i=1
(α+mi − α−mi)yi
− 1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
i=j
(λmi − λm−1i)(λmj − λm−1j)K(xi, xj)
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
i=j
(α+mi − α−mi)(λmj − λm−1j)K(xi, xj)

(4.17)
subject to

λmi ≥ 0, ∀m∀i
α+mi ∈ [0, τmC], ∀m∀i
α−mi ∈ [0, (1− τm)C],∀m∀i
From this dual formulation the conditional quantile τm can then be given by
fτm(x) =
N∑
i=1
(α+mi − α−mi)K(x, xi)
−
N∑
i=1
(λmi − λm−1i)K(x, xi)
(4.18)
Since the dual form is a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem it can be solved by
a number of QP methods. For testing the Constrained SVQR (CSVQR) method
the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is utilized as it is a popular kernel function
choice for support vector machines. Other kernels were tested on the case data sets
described in the next section but resulted in poor results. The RBF kernel, given
two samples x and x′ which are represented as feature vectors, is calculated as
K(x,x′) = φ(x)>φ(x′) = exp
(
−||x− x
′||2
2σ2
)
An advantage of a RBF kernel is that it can project vectors into an infinite dimen-
sional feature space. In order to quickly solve for conditional quantile estimates
sequential minimization optimization [117] is applied to Eq. (4.17).
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Application To The GEFCom2014 Dataset
Data for this case study comes from the publicly available Global Energy Fore-
casting Competition 2014 [8]. The goal of the competition was to design parametric
or nonparametric forecasting methods that would allow conditional predictive densi-
ties of the wind power generation to be described as a function of input data which
were future weather forecasts and/or past wind power. Data is provided for the
years of 2012 and 2013 from 10 wind farms titled Zone 1 to Zone 10. The predictors
are numerical weather predictions (NWPs) in the form of wind speeds at an hourly
resolution at two heights, 10m and 100m above ground level. These forecasts are
for the zonal and meridional wind components (denoted U and V). It was up to
users to deduce exact wind speed, direction, and other wind features if necessary.
These NWPs were provided for the exact locations of the wind farms. Additionally,
power measurements at the various wind farms, with an hourly resolution, are also
provided. All power measurements are normalized by the nominal capacity of their
wind farm. The goal in forecasting was to learn to associate the provided NWPs
(or derived features) with wind power. Then NWPs are provided for the forecasting
horizon of one month and it is up to a learning model to use those NWPs as input
to a learning model to predict quantiles at each future time step. Fig. 4.1 showcases
an example month worth of data where Fig. 4.1.a shows the four NWP given and
Fig. 4.1.b shows their corresponding normalized wind power output.
In our analysis of CSVQR we used the summer months of June 2013 to August
2013 and fall months of September 2013 to November 2013 for testing from Zone
1. Training was done using a sliding window of three previous months to forecast
the fourth month. For instance to predict June training was done on observed data
from March to May, then to predict July training was done from April to June,
etc. Thirteen features were derived from the raw data for training the CSVQR
model. Features used are derived wind speeds at 10m and 100m, wind direction at
10m and 100m, wind energy at 10m and 100m, wind shear, wind energy difference
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Figure 4.1: (a) Example plot of numerical wind predictions at 10m and 100m for U and
V directions used as inputs to forecast wind power. (b) Observed wind power
corresponding to the same time stamps.
(between 10m and 100m), wind direction difference (between 10m and 100m), and
included in training are also the four raw wind speeds at 10m and 100m for U and
V directions. All features were normalized between 0 and 1. Denoting u and v as
the wind components and d as the energy density (we used d = 1), the equations
used to compute wind speed (ws), wind direction (wd), wind energy (we), and wind
shear (wsh) are
ws =
√
u2 + v2
wd =
180
pi
× arctan(u, v)
we =
1
2
× d× ws3
wsh =
√
ws102 + ws1002
To empirically analyze the CSVQR model as an appropriate method for wind
forecasting it is compared with two industry models and a naive model that are
used for benchmarking in probabilistic wind forecasting applications [12, 23, 118].
The first is called the persistence method which is the most common benchmark
and is considered difficult to outperform for short-term forecasting. This method
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Figure 4.2: Example plot of estimated 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20% prediction intervals
along with observed wind power in red for the month of July 2013.
corresponds to the persistence distribution and is formed by the most recent obser-
vations. For this case study, the past 12 hours of wind power observations were used
to form the persistence distribution. Second method is the climatology approach
where its predictive distribution is unconditional and based on all available past
wind power observations. It is considered harder to beat in long-term forecasting.
Lastly, the uniform distribution is used for a naive benchmark method where it
assumes all wind power values at each time step occur with equal probability.
4.0.4 Results
To visualize a probabilistic forecast Fig. 4.2 shows an example prediction for 80%,
60% 40%, and 20% prediction intervals for the month of July 2013. Observed wind
power is shown in red. From such probabilistic forecasts it is then possible to derive
full predictive density functions following that the estimated conditional quantiles
are nondecreasing [119]. Evaluation results for reliability of probabilistic forecasts
in the form of prediction intervals of wind power over the months of June 2013 to
November 2013 is shown in Table 1. Results are shown for the CSVQR method
and for the climatology, persistence, and uniform benchmark methods. Evaluation
metrics for the PINC are the PICP and ACE.
For the month of June and October, the climatology method was slightly better
but this was due to the fact that this model can yield wide intervals to cover more
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data. However in all other months CSVQR outperformed all three benchmarks by
several magnitudes. To further fully evaluate the forecasts it is also important to
look at the quantile score to measure the coverage of the estimated quantiles. Table
2 shows the summary of Q-scores averaged across all quantiles from all lookahead
periods for every forecast month. Their standard deviation is also provided to
quantify the amount of variation among the quantiles. The Q-scores of the proposed
approach was very low and gave excellent probabilistic forecasts across all different
months.
Conclusion
Wind power forecasting is crucial for many decision making problems in power
systems operations, and is a vital component in integrating more wind into the
power grid. Due to the chaotic nature of the wind it is often difficult to forecast.
Uncertainty analysis in the form of probabilistic wind prediction can provide a bet-
ter picture of future wind coverage. This work studies a framework for probabilistic
forecasting using support vector quantile regression with non-crossing constraints
to ensure multiple quantiles can be predicted without overlapping each other. Ef-
fectiveness of the CSVQR approach is validated with the real world dataset of the
Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014. Forecasts are compared to common
benchmarks and are evaluated using the quantile score and reliability metrics. Re-
sults show adequate reliability and low quantile scores across the prediction horizon,
which verify effectiveness of the model for forecasting while preventing estimated
quantiles from overlapping. Furthermore, this approach has the potential to be ap-
plied across a variety of domains. Future work will look into applying CSVQR to
forecast electricity pricing and load demand for smart grid applications.
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Month PINC
CSVQR Climatology Persistence Uniform
PICP ACE PICP ACE PICP ACE PICP ACE
June 13
80% 85.00 5.00 95.28 15.28 46.11 33.89 60.97 19.03
60% 66.25 6.25 62.50 2.50 37.64 22.36 40.97 19.03
40% 45.56 5.56 42.92 2.92 30.56 9.44 23.47 16.53
20% 25.42 5.42 22.64 2.64 26.30 6.31 10.69 9.31
July 13
80% 78.49 1.50 76.08 3.92 12.77 67.23 59.27 20.73
60% 56.04 3.95 55.38 4.62 6.72 53.28 36.96 23.04
40% 38.70 1.29 35.08 4.92 5.24 34.76 21.91 18.09
20% 20.96 0.96 16.80 3.20 2.55 17.45 10.08 9.92
August 13
80% 78.36 1.64 65.73 14.27 22.04 57.96 61.83 18.17
60% 59.27 0.73 42.61 17.39 13.44 46.56 44.49 15.51
40% 40.46 0.46 25.94 14.06 7.80 32.20 30.11 9.89
20% 19.89 0.11 9.95 10.05 4.57 15.43 15.05 4.95
September 13
80% 79.03 0.97 81.81 1.81 31.53 48.47 60.69 19.31
60% 60.69 0.69 59.30 0.70 23.75 36.25 35.56 24.44
40% 42.92 2.92 34.31 5.69 14.86 25.14 20.97 19.03
20% 22.36 2.36 15.83 4.17 5.97 14.03 9.31 10.69
October 13
80% 83.20 3.20 81.85 1.85 52.82 27.18 62.77 17.23
60% 68.15 8.15 62.77 2.77 23.92 36.08 45.70 14.30
40% 52.55 12.55 46.24 6.24 6.85 33.15 28.76 11.24
20% 24.36 4.36 25.27 5.27 1.88 18.12 16.67 3.33
November 13
80% 80.42 0.42 90.14 10.14 25.83 54.17 72.36 7.64
60% 59.31 0.69 75.00 15.00 15.14 44.86 48.75 11.25
40% 36.11 3.89 55.69 15.69 11.94 28.06 29.17 10.83
20% 16.53 3.47 29.03 9.03 10.42 9.58 13.19 6.81
Table 4.1: Results of prediction interval reliability in different months.
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Month Method Q-Score SD
June 13
CSVQR 0.0404 0.0119
Climatology 0.0628 0.0230
Persistence 0.0880 0.0406
Uniform 0.1105 0.0434
July 13
CSVQR 0.0546 0.0169
Climatology 0.1038 0.0401
Persistence 0.1799 0.0681
Uniform 0.1112 0.0428
August 13
CSVQR 0.0677 0.0199
Climatology 0.1374 0.0555
Persistence 0.1734 0.0738
Uniform 0.1033 0.0380
September 13
CSVQR 0.0590 0.0172
Climatology 0.0992 0.0401
Persistence 0.1659 0.0582
Uniform 0.1107 0.0429
October 13
CSVQR 0.0561 0.0159
Climatology 0.0971 0.0366
Persistence 0.1807 0.0977
Uniform 0.1033 0.0382
November 13
CSVQR 0.0557 0.0186
Climatology 0.0844 0.0396
Persistence 0.1089 0.0533
Uniform 0.0978 0.0406
All
CSVQR 0.0556 0.0167
Climatology 0.0974 0.0391
Persistence 0.1494 0.1261
Uniform 0.1061 0.0409
Table 4.2: Summary of the mean Q-score across all quantiles for a given method and
month and their standard deviation.
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Chapter 5
Smooth Pinball based Composite
Quantile Neural Network
Introduction
In the last thirty years wind power has experienced rapid global growth, and in
some countries, it is the most used form of renewable energy. However, due to the
chaotic nature of the weather, variable and uncertain wind power production poses
planning and operational challenges unseen in conventional generation. From the
grid operator’s perspective, uncertainty in wind production could cause inefficiencies
in the power flow, operating reserve requirements, stochastic unit commitment, and
electricity market settlements [120–122]. From the wind generator’s perspective,
reliable wind forecasts are needed for several operations at a wind farm, ranging
from energy storage control to bidding and trading in energy markets. Thus, to
ensure both stable grid operations and continued growth and increased penetration
of wind power, highly reliable forecasting of wind power production is needed.
Traditionally wind power prediction has focused on developing point forecasts
which provide a single expected output for a given look-ahead time. Point forecast-
ing horizons fall into several scales: very short-term (seconds or minutes ahead),
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short-term (hours to days ahead), long-term (weeks or months ahead), and sea-
sonal. A thorough review in wind forecasting can be found in [123]. However, point
forecasting can result in certain errors which can be significant and they also lack in-
formation on uncertainty. Therefore, a significant research effort has begun recently
by the renewables forecasting community [8] to produce fully probabilistic predic-
tions which derive quantitative information on the associated uncertainty of power
output. For example, to capture the uncertainty of wind power, forecasting errors
can be statistically analyzed and modeled by the Beta distribution. However, such
assumption may not be applicable for short-term forecasting, and thus researchers
are looking at different approaches for probabilistic wind power forecasts by quan-
tifying prediction uncertainty. Although there are various methods proposed, it is
still a challenge to make accurate and reliable probabilistic predictions for volatile
renewables, such as wind.
Probabilistic forecast can play a key role in integrating and managing wind
farms. For instance, in [124] the optimal level of generation reserves is estimated
using the uncertainty of wind power predictions, and in [125, 126] the optimization
of wind energy production is investigated taking into account the forecasts of a
probabilistic prediction method. Additionally, increased revenues can be obtained
using bidding strategies built on predictive densities, as shown in [127, 128]. Wind
power density forecasting can be used for analysis of probabilistic load flow, as in
[129]. Machine learning frameworks such as nearest neighbors [115], neural networks
[12], and extreme learning machines [116] are also noted approaches for uncertainty
prediction.
Our work is motivated by exploring a direct and nonparametric probabilistic
forecasting approach for wind power. To address the problem of dealing with non-
linearity in wind data [130], we propose a novel neural network model which we
call the smooth pinball neural network (SPNN). This network is able to provide
probabilistic forecasts in the form of multiple monotonically increasing quantiles
estimated simultaneously.
The main contributions of our approach can be summarized as follows. First, we
propose and investigate a new objective function which is a logistic based smooth
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approximation of the pinball loss function for multiple quantile regression. We
introduce a smooth penalty scheme to prevent the quantile crossover problem. We
showcase how a multiple quantile based neural network can be used for probabilistic
forecasting of wind. We design experiments to validate our model using publicly
available data from 10 wind farms from the Global Energy Forecasting Competition
2014 and benchmark performance with common and advanced methods. And finally,
we show our method improves the skill, reliability, and sharpness of forecasts over
various benchmarks.
Related Work
With QR being a comprehensive strategy for providing the conditional distribu-
tion of a response y given x, we highlight several of its variants. In a generalization of
QR [131,132] introduces the censored QR model, which consistently estimates con-
ditional quantiles when observations on the dependent variable are censored. Yu and
Jones [133] propose a nonparametric version of QR estimation by using a kernel-
weighted local linear fitting. Chen et al. [134] propose a copula-based nonlinear
quantile autoregression, addressing the possibility of deriving nonlinear parametric
models for different conditional quantile functions. QR can also be hybridized with
machine learning methods to form powerful nonlinear models. For instance, support
vector regression is introduced for QR in [135], yielding support vector quantile re-
gression (SVQR). SVQR extends the QR model to non-linear and high dimensional
spaces, but it requires solving a quadratic programming problem.
Due to their flexibility in modeling elaborate nonlinear data sets, artificial neural
networks are another dominant class of machine learning algorithms that can be used
to enhance QR. Taylor [31] is the first to propose a quantile regression neural network
(QRNN) method, combining the advantages of both QR and a neural network. This
method can reveal the conditional distribution of the response variable and can also
model the nonlinearity of different systems. The author applies this method to
estimate the conditional distribution of multi-period returns in financial systems,
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which avoids the need to specify the explanatory variables explicitly. However, the
work does not address how the network was optimized. The same QRNN was later
used by [32] for credit portfolio data analysis where results showed that QRNN is
more robust in fitting outliers compared to both local linear regression and spline
regression. In [33] an autoregressive version of QRNN is used for applications to
evaluating value at risk, and [34] implements the QRNN model in R as a statistical
package.
In all the QR approaches mentioned, only a single quantile is estimated at a
time. In the case of estimating multiple quantiles, this could lead to what is known
as the quantile crossover problem, where a lower quantile overlaps a higher quantile.
Equivalently, a prediction interval for a lower probability (e.g., range in which 10%
of future values are predicted to lie) exceeds that of a higher probability (e.g., the
range in which 20% of the future values are predicted to lie). Crossing quantiles are
undesirable as it violates the principle of cumulative distribution functions where
their associated inverse functions should be monotonically increasing. A possible
way to prevent this issue is to utilize simple heuristics of reordering estimated quan-
tiles. However, this approach does not have a strong theoretical foundation and may
lead to inappropriate quantiles. The solution then is to optimize quantiles together
with non-crossing constraints. In [114, 136] a constrained support vector quantile
regression (CSVQR) method is developed with non-crossing constraints where it
was used to fit quantiles on static data. However, CSVQR is computationally very
expensive and slow to train. In Section 5 we review approaches for preventing the
quantile crossover problem in neural networks and we also propose a novel way to
prevent this problem using a smooth penalty function.
Smooth Pinball Network Model
We propose to use a feedforward neural networks for probabilistic forecasting
due to their flexibility and strength in dealing with nonlinear and nonstationary
data. We can use the pinball loss in the objective function of such a neural network
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to estimate conditional quantiles. However, the pinball function ρ employed by the
original linear quantile regression model in Eq. (1.1) is not differentiable at the ori-
gin, x = 0. The non-differentiability of ρ makes it difficult to apply gradient-based
optimization methods in fitting the quantile regression model. Gradient-based meth-
ods are preferable for training neural networks since they are time efficient, easy to
implement and yield a local optimum. Therefore, we need a smooth approxima-
tion of the pinball function that allows for the direct application of gradient-based
optimization. We call our new model the smooth pinball neural network (SPNN).
We are not the first to apply a smooth approximation to the pinball function for
a quantile regression based neural network. [34] used the Huber norm to construct
smooth approximations of the pinball loss function, following the work in [137], to
form a QRNN. Using the same Huber norm approximation, a composite QRNN is
proposed in [138] to estimate multiple quantiles. The Huber norm requires multiple
optimization runs with a fixed schedule of a decreasing smoothing constant to from
the final weights and biases. Chen et al. [139] introduced another class of smooth
functions for nonlinear optimization problems and applied this idea to support vector
machines [140]. Emulating the work of Chen, a study by Zheng [141] presents
an approximation to the pinball loss function by a smooth logistic function; this
then allows the application of gradient descent for optimization. Zheng called the
resulting algorithm the gradient descent smooth quantile regression model. We
extend that model here for the case of a neural network. Based on our knowledge,
we are the first to investigate the usage of a smooth logistic loss function to estimate
multiple quantile using a neural network.
5.0.1 Smooth Quantile Regression
The smooth approximation [141] of the pinball function in Eq. (1.1) is given by
Sτ,α(u) = τu+ α log
(
1 + exp
(
−u
α
))
, (5.1)
where α > 0 is a smoothing parameter and τ ∈ [0, 1] is the quantile level we are
trying to estimate. In Fig. 6.1 we see the pinball function with τ = 0.5 as the
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the smooth pinball neural network.
red line and the a smooth approximation as the blue line with α = 0.2. Zheng
proves [141] that in the limit as α → 0+ that Sτ,α(u) = ρτ (u). He also derives
and discusses several other properties of the smooth pinball function. The smooth
quantile regression optimization problem then becomes
min
W,b
1
N
N∑
t=1
Sτ,α(yt − qˆ(τ)t ), (5.2)
where N is the number of training examples and qˆ
(τ)
t = WXt + b where W, b are the
model parameters and Xt is a vector of features at time t. This form conveniently
allows gradient based algorithms to be used for optimization.
5.0.2 Smooth Pinball Neural Network
For simplicity we describe here the construction of a single hidden layered SPNN for
nonlinear multiple quantile regression, but SPNN can easily be extended to multiple
hidden layers. In a single hidden layered SPNN the input layer consists of nx number
of input nodes and takes vector Xt of input features at time t. The hidden layer
consists of nh number of hidden neurons and the output layer consists of M number
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Figure 5.2: Pinball ball function versus the smooth pinball neural network with smooth-
ing parameter α = 0.2.
of output nodes corresponding to the estimated quantiles Qˆt = [qˆ
(τ1)
t , ..., qˆ
(τM )
t ]
>
where qˆ
(τm)
t is the τm quantile level we want to estimate at time t. Every element
in the first layer is connected to hidden neurons with the weight matrix W [1] of size
(nx×nh) and bias vector b[1]of size (nh×1). A similar connection structure is present
in the second layer in the network between the hidden and output layers with W [2]
the output weight matrix of size (nh ×M) and bias vector b[2] of size (M × 1).
The input to hidden neurons is calculated, in vectorization notation, by Z
[1]
t =
W [1]Xt+b
[1], the output of the hidden layer then uses the logistic activation function
Ht = tanh
(
Z
[1]
t
)
. The input to output neurons is then calculated by Z
[2]
t = W
[2]Ht+
b[2], and the output layer uses the identity activation function Qˆt = Z
[2]
t .
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The objective function for our SPNN model is then the smooth pinball approxi-
mation summed over M number of τ ’s we are trying to estimate in the output layer.
We also use L2 regularization on the network weights in the objective function to
prevent over-fitting during training. The objective function for SPNN is then given
by
E =
λ1
2NM
‖W [1]‖2F +
λ2
2NM
‖W [2]‖2F +
1
NM
N∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
...[
τm(yt − qˆ(τm)t ) + α log
(
1 + exp
(
−yt − qˆ
(τm)
t
α
))]
.
(5.3)
where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm. Fig. 6.2 shows a schematic diagram of our SPNN
model with nx number of input features and M number of quantile outputs.
Standard gradient descent with backpropagation can be used to train SPNN.
Through this process we compute the gradient of the objective function Et at each
data point at time t with respect to W [1], b[1],W [2] and b[2]. We start with the
gradient with respect to the hidden-to-output weights W [2]. In order to compute
the gradient at time t, we apply the chain rule in vector notation as follows
∂Et
∂W [2]
=
λ2
M
W [2] +
∂Et
∂Qˆt
· ∂Qˆt
∂Z
[2]
t
· ∂Z
[2]
t
∂W [2]
=
λ2
M
W [2] +
1
M
 1
1 + exp
(
yt−Qˆt
α
) − T
Ht,
where T = [τ1, ..., τm]
> is a vector of all our τ ’s. The gradient of b[2] can be calculated
similarly. Next we calculate the gradient of the objective function with respect to
the weights of the first layer W[1] as follows
∂Et
∂W[1]
=
λ1
M
W [1] +
(
∂Et
∂Qˆt
· ∂Qˆt
∂Z
[2]
t
· ∂Z
[2]
t
∂Ht
)
· ∂Ht
∂Z
[1]
t
· ∂Z
[1]
t
∂W [1]
=
λ1
M
W [1] +
1
M
 1
1 + exp
(
yt−Qˆt
α
) − T
W [2]
(
1−H2t
)
Xt
.
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the steps taken when conducting a probabilistic forecast with
SPNN.
The gradient of b[1] can be calculated similarly. These gradients can then be directly
used in many other gradient descent based optimization schemes. As such, we apply
the Adam optimizer [142], an algorithm for first-order gradient-based optimization,
to learn the parameters of SPNN. Adam has been shown [142] to yield superior
results compared to other gradient-based optimizers.
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5.0.3 Noncrossing Quantiles
In quantile regression normally a single quantile is estimated. To estimate multiple
quantiles, one could be run QR to solve for different τ ’s independently. However,
in doing so, quantiles may cross each other which is not desirable since it violates
the principle of monotonically increasing inverse density functions. To prevent this,
we need to introduce constraints as per [114]. The condition 0 < τ1 < ... < τM are
defined as the orders of M conditional quantiles to be estimated. To ensure these
quantiles do not cross each other the following constraint is needed q
(τ1)
t ≤ ... ≤
q
(τM )
t ,∀t.
However, it is not easy to solve the neural network optimization problem with
such constraints using gradient descent methods. One possible solution is proposed
in [143] where a monotonic composite QRNN is presented that applies partial mono-
tonicity constraints to the weights of the network and uses a stacked input matrix
of covariates of size N ×M with an added covariate τm. This can add additional
complexity to the network, by adding more parameters, so we propose a simpler al-
ternative of applying a penalty term [144] directly into the cost function. We define
the non-crossing quantile penalty term p as follows
p = c
N∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
[
max
(
0, −
(
qˆ
(τm−1)
t − qˆ(τm)t
))]2
(5.4)
where qˆ
(τ0)
t = 0,  is the least amount that the two quantile should differ by, and
c is the penalty parameter with a high value. This penalty p is added to the cost
function in Eq. 6.4. If the constraints are not violated no penalty is added to the
cost function. If a lower quantile exceeds the value of a higher one, the squared
difference of these two quantiles is added to the cost function as a penalty. A full
model implementation flowchart is shown in Fig. 6.3. First the data is preprocessed
which includes deriving different input features, feature standardization, and parti-
tioning the data into training and testing sets. Training of the model is conducted
using gradient descent optimization method. After the max number of training
epochs is reached the model is ready to be used on testing data for multiple quantile
estimation.
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Results and Discussions
To validate our model for probabilistic forecasting of wind power we utilize wind
data from the publicly available Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014 (GEF-
Com2014) [8]. The goal of the wind component of GEFCom2014 was to design
parametric or nonparametric forecasting methods that would allow conditional pre-
dictive densities of the wind power generation to be a function of input data which
are numerical weather predictions (NWPs). Evaluation of predicted densities was
done using the quantile score. Data is from the years of 2012 and 2013 from 10
wind farms titled Zone 1 to Zone 10. The predictors are NWPs in the form of wind
speeds at an hourly resolution at two heights, 10m and 100m above ground level.
These forecasts are for the zonal and meridional wind components (denoted U and
V). It was up to the contestants to deduce exact wind speed, direction, and other
wind features if necessary. These NWPs are from the exact locations of the wind
farms. Additionally, power measurements at the various wind farms, with an hourly
resolution, are also provided. All power measurements are normalized by the nom-
inal capacity of their wind farm. The goal in forecasting is to learn to associate the
provided NWPs (or derived features) with wind power. NWPs are provided for the
forecasting horizon of one month, and it is up to a forecasting model to use those
NWPs as input to predict quantiles at each future time step.
5.0.4 Benchmark Methods
We use three standard [12] and two advanced benchmark methods for density fore-
casting of wind power. The standard methods are the persistence model that corre-
sponds to the normal distribution and is formed by the last 24 hours of observations,
the climatology model that is based on all past wind power, and the uniform distri-
bution that assumes all observations occur with equal probability. For our advanced
benchmarks, we use a linear and nonlinear version of QR. The linear version is multi-
ple quantile regression (QR) with L2 regularization, and nonlinear version is support
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vector quantile regression (SVQR) [135] with a radial basis function kernel.
5.0.5 Case Study Descriptions
In the analysis of SPNN for forecasting wind power quantiles, we conduct studies
with SPNN having one and two hidden layers denoted as SPNN1 and SPNN2.
We study if the addition of a second hidden layer improves performance. Our
SPNN model is a fully connected feedforward neural network, with rectified linear
units for hidden activation functions, and it uses Adam for weight optimization
[142]. Default Adam parameters follow those provided in the original paper. The
quality of the quantile estimates is sensitive to the hyperparameters of the network.
SPNN has several hyperparameters that need to be chosen before training. Through
empirical testing on training data, we found the following values as adequate for our
model hyperparameters: 2000 training iterations, 200 batch size, 40 hidden nodes
for SPNN1, 20 and 40 hidden nodes for SPNN2, 0.01 for the smoothing rate, 0.01
for each of the weight regularization terms, 1000 for the cross-over penalty term,
and 0 for the cross-over margin.
For testing we conduct two case studies using the GEFCom2014 wind datasets.
To ensure that our study is unbiased, we use for assessment the whole year of 2013.
This dataset gives a total of 365×24 = 8760 test samples for wind power forecasting
per wind farm. The first case study uses wind data from Zone 1 and 2. We estimate
quantile to produce prediction intervals with nominal coverage from 10% to 90% in
increments of 10%. The goal of this study is to evaluate the quantile and prediction
interval estimates from SPNN in detail for reliability and sharpness. We also look
at QVSS to see improvements between SPNN1 and SPNN2 use QR as the reference
model. We also compare results to SVQR as it is the only other nonlinear quantile
regression benchmark model.
In the second case study, we estimate 99 quantiles on par with GEFCom2014.
Results are derived for all ten wind farms in total, where we have 87,600 total test
observations. For each test month, we are estimating 99 quantiles for 720 look ahead
hours across ten farms. Results are derived across all Zones for QS, IS, ACE, and
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Sharpness. Given so much data we need a way to summarize results. Thus for every
farm, we take the mean of all the evaluation scores across all Zones/months. In both
case studies training is done using a sliding window of the previous twelve months
to forecast the whole next month. Data from 2013 are used for hold out test sets.
For instance, we start with predicting January 2013 using the past 12 months of
2012. After a month is predicted, the training window moves to incorporate new
data and the prediction model is retrained to get a new prediction.
We run our case study on a computer with an Intel i7 6700 2.6 GHz, and 16
GB of RAM. For both studies, we use as input features the raw wind speed data at
10m and 100m for U and V directions. The only engineered features are four time
features based on the hour of the day and day of the year
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This is contrast with the winning teams from GEFCom2014 who each used
dozens of engineered features including lagged data, data from neighboring wind
farms, and more complex features such as derived wind speeds, wind direction,
wind energy, wind shear, direction differences between 10m and 100m, etc. Most
of the winning teams in GEFCom2014 conducted heavy manual feature engineering
to reduce the quantile score throughout the competition. The goal of our study is
not custom feature engineering, which might result in better scores, but to highlight
the effectiveness of SPNN in creating its own latent features via its hidden layers,
and to showcase the feasibility of our method as a robust probabilistic forecasting
model.
5.0.6 Case Study 1
For this first case study, quantiles are computed to form predictive intervals. Each
prediction interval is estimated to have a future observation of wind power within
a lower and upper bound for a given probability or nominal coverage rate. As
previously mentioned, we estimate quantile to produce prediction intervals with
nominal coverage from 10% to 90% in increments of 10%. We estimate intervals
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for SPNN1, SPNN2, QR, and SVQR. The difference between the nominal coverage
rates and the observations for Zone 1 are shown in Fig. 5.4. This reliability diagram
showcases results similar to the ACE score. It can be see that SPNN2 has the lowest
deviation from the nominal coverage with SPNN1 and QR coming second and third
with result magnitudes ranging from -3% to -0.3%. SVQR has a very poor coverage
with deviations as high as -40%. This can be attributed to having too tight intervals
and over-fitting. In Fig. 5.7 we showcase reliability results from Zone 2. Similarly to
Zone 1, SPNN2 yields intervals with a deviation close to 0, while SVQR continued
to have a poor coverage.
Sharpness is the other important statistic that we look at for individual pre-
dictive intervals which is calculated independent of observations. Measured as the
mean interval size as described in Eq. 1.0.2, it demonstrates the usefulness of pre-
dictions. Ideally, we would like to have intervals as small as possible but too small
and observations may fall outside the intervals. Thus, too wide and too narrow
intervals providing poor forecasts. Sharpness needs to be analyzed together with
reliability to ensure robust predictions. In Fig. 5.5, we see the mean interval sizes
for each coverage level for Zone 1. QR resulted in having the widest intervals and
SVQR having the narrowest intervals. With such narrow intervals SVQR was not
able to capture the observations which indicated in its reliability diagram. In Fig.
5.8 we see similar results for Zone 2. Our proposed method, SPNN1 and SPNN2,
were able to estimate effective sized intervals that resulted in high reliability with
good sharpness.
As a last evaluation, we look at the performance of the individual quantiles
that formed the prediction intervals of this case study. We do this using QVSS to
analyze relative performance gain relative to a reference benchmark model. Here we
use quantile regression for the reference model and we study if the nonlinear quantile
regression models, SPNN and SVQR provide any improvements over QR. In Fig.
5.6, we report the QVSS across the 18 quantiles for the three nonlinear methods.
SPNN1 and SPNN2 provide a clear performance increase with respect to QR. For
quantiles with a nominal probability less then 0.7, we see SPNN1 having a small
lead over SPNN2. While SPNN2 shows a small lead for quantiles with τ > 0.7. Not
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Figure 5.4: Reliability of prediction intervals from Zone 1 measured by the frequency of
observation falling with each interval.
surprisingly, SVQR shows a decreased negative performance over QR, indicating its
inability to extract meaningful features from the raw data for Zones 1 and 2. In
Fig. 5.9, we see similar QVSS results for Zone 2, but with SPNN2 showing a small
lead over SPNN1 for quantiles with τ < 0.7.
5.0.7 Case Study 2
In our second case study we analyze a higher number of estimated quantile (99)
across all wind farms for all 12 test months to ensure an unbiased assessment of
SPNN relative to the benchmark models. Due to the large number of quantiles and
wind farms, instead of forming reliability or sharpness diagrams for individual PIs
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Figure 5.5: Sharpness of prediction intervals for Zone 1 measured by the interval mean
size.
and QVSS diagrams for individual quantiles, we instead look at box plots and report
the distribution of evaluation results including QS, IS, ACE, and Sharpness.
In Fig. 5.10 we report the QS metric for SPNN and the five benchmark methods.
We see that SPNN2 had the lowest QS range from 0.036 to 0.047 with SPNN1 being
a close second. The other benchmarks had a QS in the range of 0.075 to 0.011.
Inspecting the coverage analysis of our prediction intervals with the ACE score in
Fig. 5.11, we see that SPNN overall has the lowest ACE with SPNN2 having a
median value lower then SPNN1. The uniform benchmark produced a wide range
for the ACE score due to having fixed size intervals across all zones and months,
while SPNN2 had the narrowest range of ACE scores. Looking at the sharpness of
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Figure 5.6: QVSS measured relative performance of SPNN2, SPNN1, and SVQR to QR
on Zone 1 dataset.
PIs with the interval score in Fig. 5.12 and general sharpness score in Fig. 5.13,
we see that SPNN has the sharpest intervals across all farms. The persistence and
climatology methods yielded a wide distribution for the interval score but narrow
one for sharpness. SVQR in contrast to the first case study did not calculate narrow
intervals when estimating 99 quantiles.
Since both QS and IS also measure skill, we can say that SPNN was able to
produce the highest quality estimates from all methods. An interesting observation
is the SPNN is designed to produce optimal quantile estimates and that indirectly it
also produces adequate interval forecasts. If the primary goal is to reduce ACE and
IS as best as possible, alternative loss functions that incorporate prediction interval
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Figure 5.7: Reliability of prediction intervals from Zone 2 measured by the frequency of
observation falling with each interval.
coverage and width functions can be used. However, while not directly optimizing
for coverage or sharpness, SPNN does produce superior results from the advanced
benchmarks multiple quantile regression and support vector quantile regression.
Lastly, we compare the mean QS of our proposed method to the final quantile
scores for the top teams in the GEFCom2014 as originally reported in [8]. We note
again that the top teams used a wide range of engineered features while we used
raw wind speed data along with time as input to our model. The winning team in
GEFCom2014 was kPower with a mean QS of 0.038. Our method SPNN2 has a
close mean QS of 0.042 which would qualify SPNN to be in the top winning teams.
Comparing the results from the four box plots, we see the robust prediction ability of
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Figure 5.8: Sharpness of prediction intervals for Zone 2 measured by the interval mean
size.
the proposed SPNN prediction method. Additionally, for all the runs across months
and farms, the preassigned PI coverage levels are satisfied which implies that the
constructed PIs cover the target values with a high probability and with the lowest
QS and IS.
Conclusion
Wind power forecasting is crucial for many decision-making problems in power
systems operations and is a vital component in integrating more wind into the power
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Figure 5.9: QVSS measured relative performance of SPNN2, SPNN1, and SVQR to QR
on Zone 1 dataset.
grid. Due to the chaotic nature of the wind, it is often difficult to forecast. Un-
certainty analysis in the form of probabilistic wind prediction can provide a better
picture of future wind coverage. This work proposes a novel approach we call SPNN
for probabilistic wind forecasting using a neural network with a smooth approxima-
tion to the pinball ball loss function in estimating multiple quantiles.
We also introduce non-crossing constraints in the form of a smooth penalty in
the loss function. This is done to ensure multiple quantiles can be estimated si-
multaneously without overlapping each other. We verify the effectiveness of our
SPNN model with the dataset of the Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014.
We compare forecasts to standard and advanced benchmarks and employ standard
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Figure 5.10: Box plot of quantile score evaluation across all datasets.
quantile score, reliability, and sharpness metrics. Our results show superior perfor-
mance across the prediction horizons, which verify the effectiveness of the model for
forecasting while preventing estimated quantiles from overlapping.
Our SPNN method has the potential to be applied to a variety of domains for
probabilistic forecasting or multiple quantile estimations. Future work will look
into applying SPNN to forecast solar and ocean wave power, to test its effectiveness
across different renewable energies, and on electricity pricing and load demand for
smart grid applications. In this study, we trained our model using NWP data.
Another problem to study is very short-term probabilistic forecasting using only
past wind power data. Future work can also then look into expanding the SPNN
model for providing full predictive densities given lagged past data of power only.
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Figure 5.11: Box plot of average coverage error evaluation across all datasets.
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Figure 5.12: Box plot of interval score evaluation across all datasets.
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Figure 5.13: Box plot of sharpness evaluation across all datasets.
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Figure 5.14: Bar plot of SPNN2 and SPNN1 mean quantile score across all wind data
compared to the performance of the top teams in GEFCom2014 Wind
Track.
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Chapter 6
Multiple Quantile Fourier Neural
Network
Introduction
Univariate time series based deterministic or point forecasting is a well-studied
field that has numerous applications. Examples of such applications include fi-
nance [145], topic behavior [146], traffic flow, [147], and renewable power [148].
There are several approaches to forecasting with different classes of methods. Ap-
proaches include having a sliding window of past data to predict future data, recur-
rent models, and extrapolation based regression such as signal approximation [149].
In all the approaches, methods can are divided into two classes as linear or non-
linear. In the first class, methods include linear regression, autoregression (AR),
autoregressivemoving-average (ARMA) models, and exponential smoothing. The
second class of methods is nonlinear models which are predominantly machine
learning based such as support vector regression, nonlinear autoregression neural
networks, and recurrent neural networks. Deterministic forecasts which provide a
single expected output for a given look-ahead time have been successfully applied
for multiple domains such as renewable energy prediction for solar, wind, and wave
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power. Other applications include agriculture, economics, finance, and manufactur-
ing. A thorough overview of time series and machine learning based deterministic
forecasting can be found in [4, 150].
Despite the popularity of deterministic forecasting, it does have a significant
disadvantage in that it can result in individual errors which can be significant.
Additionally, deterministic forecasting lacks information on associated uncertainty.
A solution to these problems is probabilistic forecasting (PF) where the goal is
to produce fully probabilistic predictions that derive quantitative information on
the uncertainty. A PF takes the form of a predictive probability distribution over
future time horizons and aims to maximize the sharpness of predictive densities
while subject to reliability. Sharpness refers to the concentration of the predictive
distribution and reliability refers to the accuracy of the forecasted probability in
conveying the actual probability of events.
A popular application of PF is in the fields of renewable energies and power
systems. A probabilistic forecast is vital, for different operations to renewable en-
ergy farms. This includes managing the optimal level of generation reserves [124],
optimizing production [126], and bidding strategies for electricity markets [128]. Ap-
plications to the power grid include load analysis [151], smart meters [152], schedul-
ing [153], system planning [154], unit commitment [155], and energy trading [156].
A thorough overview of probabilistic wind and solar power forecasting is provided
in [17] and [20].
There are several essential classes in the type of PF models which include if they
are parametric or nonparametric, direct or indirect, and the type of inputs they
use for prediction. In PF, we are first trying to predict one of two types of density
functions, either parametric or nonparametric. When the future density function is
assumed to take a specific distribution, such as the Normal distribution, then this is
known as parametric probabilistic forecasting. For processes where no assumption
is made about the shape of the distribution, a nonparametric probabilistic forecast
can be made. Nonparametric predictions can be made in the form of quantiles,
prediction intervals, or full density functions. For example, nonlinear and non-
stationary data, such as wind speeds or stocks, may not correspond to fixed or
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known distributions. When in need of forecasting such data it can be more beneficial
to apply a nonparametric probabilistic forecast to estimate the distribution instead
then assume it is shaped.
The second classification of PF models is whether they are combined with point
forecasts or not. For instance in [157] a deterministic and probabilistic forecast for
wind power is combined. This approach is known as an indirect PF method. First,
a point forecast is made such as with support vector regression, and then prediction
intervals for point forecast values are obtained with a PF method such as quantile
regression. On the other hand, when a PF method estimates future quantiles or
prediction intervals without using as input point forecasts, this is known as direct
forecasting. The last distinction to be made with PF models is if past lagged data
are used as inputs to the forecast model or if future exogenous variables are used too.
For instance in renewable power PF, if numerical weather predictions (NWP) exist
for each forecasting horizon that we are interested in, then those exogenous NWPs
are used as inputs to provide a PF in that prediction horizon. When NWPs are not
given then lagged past time values of renewable power can be used for prediction.
We introduce a new approach to developing a nonparametric direct PF where
the input to the model is neither exogenous variables, such as NWPs in the case of
renewable forecasting nor past data but instead treats the series as a signal. This
approach is motivated by Fourier extrapolation which is the process by which a
Fourier transform is applied to a data set to decompose it into a sum of sinusoidal
components thus interpreting it as a signal. In time series analysis this is related
to Harmonic regression. In accounting for periodic and non-periodic aspects of a
signal such as a trend, Fourier neural networks (FNN) have been proposed. FNNs
are feedforward neural networks with sinusoidal activation functions that model the
Fourier transform. Most recently, a new FNN called neural decomposition (ND)
was proposed in [149] that can decompose a signal into a sum of its constituent
parts, model trend, and reconstruct a signal beyond the training samples. ND can
provide a prediction by having time as its only input similarly to an inverse Fourier
transform. We propose a PF model motivated by the ND model.
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Several works have explored Fourier extrapolation based deterministic forecast-
ing with sinusoidal neural networks [149, 158, 159], but none have yet explored it
for probabilistic forecasting. We are the first to introduce an FNN for forecasting
composite quantiles that we dub the quantile Fourier neural network. Contributions
of our approach can be summarized as follows:
1. We demonstrate how this extrapolation based quantile forecasting is able to
model periodic and non-periodic components of nonstationary time series.
2. We demonstrate an initialization process that fixes parameters to none random
values and train the model with gradient descent backpropagation.
3. We design experiments to validate our approach for direct probabilistic fore-
casting and provide insight how this method can generalize modeling uncer-
tainty on real-world datasets.
The contents of the paper are: in Section 6 we review existing architectures
of FNNs, go over our model, its architecture, training, and weighting initialization
scheme. Results and discussion of validating our method are presented in Section
6.0.4. We conclude the paper and review future research directions in Section 6.0.7.
Proposed Methodology
Fourier analysis examines the approximation of functions through their decompo-
sition as a sum or product of trigonometric functions, while Fourier synthesis focuses
on the reconstruction of a signal from its decomposed oscillatory components. These
well-studied processes have a large utility in time series analysis. By decomposing
a time series into its frequencies one could then interpolate missing time values by
reconstructing the original signal. Further applications include modeling seasonal-
ity and even prediction of a time series through extrapolation of an approximated
signal. In the application of Fourier analysis for time series analysis, an important
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method is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), which converts a series into its fre-
quency domain representation, and the inverse discrete Fourier transform (iDFT)
which maps the frequency representation back to the time domain. The transforms
can be expressed as either a summation of complex exponentials or sines and cosines
by Eulers formula. In this section we explore existing works on Fourier networks
that directly use iDFT in their operation or mimic it, then we describe our proposed
FNN methodology for quantile forecasting.
6.0.1 Fourier Neural Networks
Neural networks with sine as an activation function are difficult to train in theory and
when initialized randomly yield poor results [160]. Thus, few works have attempted
to explore Fourier analysis with sinusoidal neural networks. We highlight most of
the works here. One of the first FNNs was introduced by Adrian Silvescu [161,162]
who developed Fourier-like neurons for learning boolean functions. The FNN model
used the units of the network to approximate a DFT in its output. Similar in spirit
to an FNN was a Fourier transform neural network introduced in [163] that uses
the Fourier transform of the data as input to an artificial neural network. FNNs
have since been used for stock prediction [164], aircraft engine fault diagnostics [165],
harmonic analysis [159], and extensions include a single input multiple outputs based
FNNs that can turn nonlinear optimization problems into linear ones [164], FNNs for
output feedback learning control schemes [166], and deep FNNs for lane departure
prediction [167].
There are two recent works that study FNNs for time series prediction that
use the Fourier transform of the data as weights. The first is an FNN presented
by Gashler and Ashmore in [168]. Their technique uses the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to approximate the DFT and then uses the obtained values to initialize the
weights of the neural network. Their model uses a combination of sinusoid, linear,
and softplus activation units for modeling periodic and non-periodic components of
a time series. However, their trained models were slightly out of phase with their
validation data. The second study on FNNs for time series prediction is presented
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by Godfrey and Gashler [149] who proposed a similar model to [168] called neural
decomposition (ND), except that they do not use the Fourier transform to directly
initialize any weights.
The ND model is inspired by the inverse discreet Fourier transform where given
time t as input it attempts to model the signal x(t). However, there are some
distinctions between ND and iDFT. First ND allows sinusoid frequencies to be
trained and second ND can also model non-periodic components in a signal such as
trend. With the ability to train the frequencies, ND learns the actual period of a
signal whereas iDFT assumes that the underlying function always has a period equal
to the size of the samples it represents. ND is a feedforward neural network with a
single hidden layer with N nodes and has one input and one output node. Hidden
nodes are composed of sinusoid units for capturing the periodic component in an
underlying signal and other activation functions, such as linear or sigmoid units, for
capturing the non-period component. Parameters of ND are initialized in such a
way so as to mimic the iDFT. ND is then trained with stochastic gradient descent
with backpropagation. ND was applied to time series deterministic forecasting and
showed very promising results across different data sets, often beating state-of-the-
art methods such as LSTM, SVR, and SARIMA.
6.0.2 Quantile Fourier Neural Networks
Inspired by the ND model we propose a new forecasting method which we call the
quantile Fourier neural network (QFNN). Unlike ND and other FNNs our QFNN
model is trained to extrapolate composite quantiles of an underlying time series.
The use of sinusoid activation functions allows the model to fit periodic data, and
coupled with an augmentation function QFNN is able to probabilistically forecast a
time series that is made up of non-periodic components too. The model is defined as
follows. Let each ajk represent an amplitude, each ωk represents a frequency, each
φk represents a phase shift, and b
[2]
τ and b
[1]
k represent bias terms for the quantile
signal representation. Let f(t) be an augmentation function that represents the
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non-periodic components of the signal. QFNN then can be defined by
qτt = f(t) + b
[2]
τ +
N∑
k=1
(
aτ,k · cos (ωkt+ φk) + b[1]k
)
(6.1)
where given time t as the input, it attempts to predict the τ -level quantile. QFNN
is loosely modeling a time series as a partial Fourier cosine series
x(t) = A0 +
N∑
n=1
An cos(nω0t+ φn) (6.2)
where ω0 =
2pi
T
, T is the period of the signal x(t), and A0, An, and φn are real
numbers. The main difference between Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.2 is that QFNN does not
fix the period of the signal to a predetermined size T , it allows for bias terms, it has
an augmentation function to represent non-periodic components of the signal, and
it learns the frequencies ωk versus keeping them at a fixed size. The bias terms in
the output layer of the network are important because it allows shifting the level of
each quantile appropriately.
The hidden layer of QFNN is composed of N units with a sinusoid activation
function and an arbitrary number of units with other activation functions to calcu-
late f(t). The output layer is composed of M number of linear units that represent
quantiles. The parameters ajk, being the weights between the hidden and output
layers allows us to model different amplitudes for composite quantiles while simul-
taneously learning the frequency and phases for all quantiles in the hidden layer.
Utilizing conventional neural network notation W [1] is a matrix of the f(t) unit
parameters and the frequency parameters in Eq. 3. The b[1] vector represents the
phases of the sinusoidal components, W [2] is a parameter matrix of the amplitudes,
and we also add additional bias terms to the output nodes for each quantile with
the b[2] vector.
To estimate quantiles we need to solve the minimization problem described in
Eq. 1.2. However, the pinball function ρ in Eq. 1.2. is not differentiable at the ori-
gin, x = 0. The non-differentiability of ρ makes it difficult to apply gradient-based
optimization methods in fitting the quantile regression model. Gradient-based meth-
ods are preferable for training neural networks since they are time efficient, easy to
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implement and can yield a local optimum. Therefore, we need a smooth approxima-
tion of the pinball function that allows for the direct application of gradient-based
optimization. A smooth approximation of the pinball function in Eq. (1.1) can be
given by Zheng in [141] as
Sτ,α(u) = τu+ α log
(
1 + exp
(
−u
α
))
, (6.3)
where α > 0 is a smoothing parameter and τ ∈ [0, 1] is the quantile level we’re
attempting to estimate. In Fig. 6.1 we see the pinball function with τ = 0.5 as
the red line and the a smooth approximation as the blue line with α = 0.2. Zheng
proves [141] that in the limit as α → 0+ then Sτ,α(u) = ρτ (u). With this smooth
approximation we can then define the cost minimization problem for QFNN as
E =
1
NM
N∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
[
τm(yt − qˆ(τm)t ) + α log
(
1 + exp
(
−yt − qˆ
(τm)
t
α
))]
. (6.4)
where M number of τ ’s we are trying to estimate in the output layer. The input
to hidden neurons is calculated, in vectorization notation, by Z
[1]
t = W
[1]t + b[1],
the output of the hidden layer then uses the logistic activation function Ht =
cos
(
Z
[1]
t
)
, f
(
Z
[1]
t
)
. The input to output neurons is then calculated by Z
[2]
t =
W [2]Ht + b
[2], and the output layer uses the identity activation function Qˆt = Z
[2]
t
where Qˆt is a vector output of the estimated composite quantiles. An architectural
view of the QFNN is shown in Fig. 6.2.
6.0.3 Monotone Constraints
With QFNN estimating composite quantiles, this could lead to what is known as
the quantile crossover problem, where a lower quantile overlaps a higher quantile.
For instance, a quantile with τ = 0.5 could be estimated at a higher level than
a quantile with τ = 0.4. The quantile crossover problem violates the principle of
cumulative distribution functions where their associated inverse functions should
be monotonically increasing. One way to prevent this problem is to enforce non-
crossing constraints where qˆτ1t >= qˆ
τ2
t where τ1 >= τ2. For neural networks trained
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with gradient descent backpropagation, it is not straightforward to directly apply
inequality constraints to the cost function. The easiest is to utilize a simple heuristic
of reordering predicted quantiles which is what we apply in this work.
6.0.4 Implementation Details
The proposed QFNN model is trained using gradient descent with backpropagation.
The training process allows the model to learn better frequencies and phase shifts
so that the sinusoid units more accurately represent the seasonality of an underlying
time series. Since frequencies and phase shifts can change, the model learns a more
reliable periodicity of the underlying series rather than assuming the period is of a
predetermined size. Training also tunes the weights of the augmentation function
which estimates the non-periodic component of the time series. Additionally, the
cost function of the model uses L1 regularization on the output weights only to
promote sparsity and shrink the less essential cosine components of each quantile.
There is a considerable distinction in how QFNN is initialized compared to other
FNNs. Instead of randomly setting parameters or initializing them to mimic the
iDFT we set all bias terms to 0, the output weights W [2] which represent the ampli-
tudes are initialized near 1, and the input weights W [1] which represent the frequen-
cies are set to multiples of pik where k is a specific hidden node. The input weight
parameters of the augmentation function f(t) are initialized to 1 and its bias terms
set to 0. By configuring all the parameters in such a fixed fashion, we eliminate the
randomness associated with neural network initialization. QFNN, therefore, yields
the same results on the same set of data every time after training.
Before training starts, the input data is preprocessed in the same fashion as
in [149] to improve learning. First, the time associated with each training sample is
normalized between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive) on the time axis. By doing this
normalization testing data points will have a time value greater than or equal to 1.
With this normalization the 1/N term in the frequencies is taken into account by
transforming t into t/N. Next, if the max value in the training set is greater then
10, then the training set is scaled between 0 and 10. Both these preprocessing steps
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expedite learning and help prevent the model from falling into local optimums.
We present the full proposed QFNN methodology architecture in Fig. 6.3. Sum-
marizing our methodology, we first partition a given time series into training and
testing sets. Preprocessing of the training set is then conducted which includes ap-
plying a logarithmic filter if multiplicative trend or seasonality is present. If the
training data has points above 10, the data is normalized between 0 and 10. Next,
the training and testing times are normalized so that training times are between 0
and 1. Parameters of the QFNN are then initialized as described in the previous
paragraphs. Training of the model is conducted using batch gradient descent. After
the max number of training epochs is reached the QFNN model is ready to be used
for testing. Forecasts can be provided for a multi-step period of indefinite time
steps. After a test set prediction is made, preprocessing steps are reversed if any
were conducted. Preprocessing steps may include scaling a time series back to its
original scale or removing the logarithmic filter from the outputs by exponentiating
the predictions.
Validation
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the QFNN method for the es-
timation of quantiles and prediction intervals. We first describe the different time
series datasets we use for experiments and the different benchmark methods that
we compare QFNN to. Then we conduct an assessment of the predictive power of
QFNN based on the quantile and interval score metrics. In each of the experiments,
we use one linear activation function for the augmentation function of QFNN to
capture the trend. We found that using more than one augmentation function or
using other activation functions such as tanh, sigmoid, and rectified linear units did
not provide any significant improvements in trend estimation. An L1 regularization
term of 10 is used in all case studies except for the Air Passengers dataset where
a regularization term of 1 is used based on the QS fit of QFNN on the training
data. For all experiments, we use a maximum training iteration of 10000 for QFNN,
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a learning rate of 0.1, and a smoothing rate of 0.05. No form of hyper-parameter
tuning was used for the max iteration, learning rate, or smoothing rate.
6.0.5 Case Studies
We carry out experiments on eight nonstationary univariate time series datasets,
seven being real-world case studies and one synthetic case. These datasets were
explicitly picked because they display a diverse set of periodic and aperiodic patterns
such as trend, additive and multiplicative seasonality, multiple seasonality, cycles,
and irregular patterns. Table 6.1 the characteristics of all the datasets. The first
case study is the classical Air Passengers time series [169] which is composed of
144 samples of the number of passengers flying each month from January 1949 to
December 1960. It has a positive linear trend and multiplicative seasonality.
The second case study is the yearly mean and monthly smoothed total sunspot
numbers from 1700 to 2017 [170]. It consists of 318 samples with a time granularity
of one year. This time series includes an unstable (non-constant) seasonal patterns
over time. Case study 3 is the load demand from ISO New England [171]. Its time
series is composed of 744 samples for January 2017. Target values represent real-
time demand in MW for wholesale market settlement from revenue quality metering.
This case study displays seasonal and cyclical patterns. Internet traffic data in bits
from a private ISP with centers in 11 European cities is used for the 4rth case
study [172], which exhibits multiple seasonality. We use the data that corresponds
to a transatlantic link and was collected from on June 18 to July 16, 2005.
The highly random movements of the stock market are almost impossible to
predict but some stocks may exhibit unseen cycles or trends over more extended
periods of time [173]. To examine such possible patterns we use the closing stock
prices of Apple Inc. over five years from 2012 to the beginning of April 2018 [174].
The next two case studies are normalized solar and wind power for September 2012
and January 2012. These two datasets come from the Global Energy Forecasting
Competition of 2014 [8]. Solar power forecasting is fairly accurate when training on
data from sunny days but is trickier when training data contains non-sunny days
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too. Wind power, on the other hand, is highly chaotic and is very difficult to forecast
from univariate time series.
The last case study looks at ocean wave elevation, the main motivation for using
such data is the irregular sinusoidal nature of waves. Due to the difficulty of finding
high resolution deep ocean wave elevation measurements we construct a synthetic
dataset. For simulating of ocean waves we focus on vertical sensors for predicting
irregular wave formations. Under generally well accepted assumptions [175], the
wave elevation for sensor locations (x, y) on the ocean surface for all times t the
exact time waveform which would be observed at a particular point in the ocean
can be described by
H(x, y, t) =
L∑
i=1
Ai cos
(
ω2i
g
(
x cos(βi) + y sin(βi)
)− ωit+ φi), (6.5)
which has the parameters A for the amplitude, ω for the frequency measured in
radians per second (rads/s), β for the wave angular direction in radians measured
relative to the x-axis, and φ for the phase in radians. We chose to estimate waves
at the origin with L = 2, and for each parameter we arbitrarily chose the values
A = [1, 1.5], ω = [0.5pi, 0.1pi], and φ = [1.2, 1.4]. To each observation we also include
additive white Gaussian noise which we assume come from the sensors.
6.0.6 Benchmark Methods
To thoroughly examine the forecasting accuracy of our QFNN method we compare
it to nine simple and state-of-the-art probabilistic forecasting methods. These in-
clude two naive approaches, the uniform and persistence methods. Three-time series
models which are the autoregressive integrated moving average model, the seasonal
autoregressive integrated moving average model, and exponential smoothing with
trend and seasonality. Lastly, we use four advanced PF methods: linear quan-
tile regression, polynomial quantile regression, composite support vector quantile
regression, and a composite quantile regression neural network.
The uniform method (UM), commonly used in wind power PF studies [12], is the
simplest of all the methods. UM assumes that any observation in the time series has
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equal probability to occur at any time step. The support of the UM is defined by the
parameters a and b which are the minimum and maximum values of the training
set for each case study. Quantiles are then defined by F−1(τ) = (1 − τ)a + τb
for τ ∈ [0, 1]. For deterministic forecasting, the persistence forecast method is a
very popular benchmark and is known to be hard to outperform for single point
or short look-ahead forecasts. We use the persistence method (PM) [176] for PF
as a benchmark where the forecast error is assumed to be random and normally
distributed, it’s mean and variance are computed by the latest observations. For
our experiments, we use the last S observations from the training set to calculate the
moments of the PM distribution where S corresponds to the size of the seasonality
derived from the autocorrelation function (ACF). To ensure that UM and PM can
estimate appropriate multi-step forecasts we extend both of them by adding an
estimated linear trend component from the training data. We implement both UM
and PM in Matlab R2017a.
The next three benchmark methods are well established time series models. We
use the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model, seasonal ARIMA
(SARIMA) model, and exponential smoothing with trend and seasonality (ETS)
model, also known as the Holt-Winters seasonal method. We choose ARIMA be-
cause it can eliminate non-stationarity through an initial differencing step to better
fit time series for prediction, and we select SARIMA and ETS to capture periodic
patterns better. Parameters of ARIMA and SARIMA are selected using grid search
with the Akaike information criterion and the application of the parsimony principle
to prevent over-fitting. The seasonal parameter S for SARIMA and ETS is chosen
using the ACF. Quantiles are estimated for ARIMA, SARIMA, and ETS assuming
the normality assumption [177, 178]. ARIMA and SARIMA are implemented in
Python using the sarimax function from the statsmodels package [179], and ETS is
implemented in Python from a holtwinters package [180].
Assuming a normal distribution for quantile prediction with ARIMA, SARIMA,
and ETS is a parametric PF approach and can be somewhat restrictive and may not
appropriately estimate the forecast distribution. Therefore, we use four advanced
nonparametric PF methods linear quantile regression (QR), polynomial QR (PQR),
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composite support vector quantile regression (SVQR) [181], and a relatively new
forecasting method of composite quantile regression neural network (QRNN) [182].
All four methods have one input node for time, similar to QFNN. QR and PQR
methods are implemented in Python using the quantreg function from the statsmod-
els package [183].
We implement composite SVQR in Matlab R2017a. It is common for support
vector machines to use a Gaussian kernel function. From initial experiments, we
found that using a Gaussian kernel in SVQR produced quantile forecasts that are
flat or suddenly drop. A similar effect was reported in [149] when using support
vector regression for extrapolation based forecasting. To alleviate this problem we
propose a novel approach of combining Fourier [184] and linear kernels in an attempt
to capture periodic and aperiodic patterns when forecasting. This new kernel takes
the following form
F (x, y) =
1− q2
2(1− 2q cos(x− y) + q2) + xy (6.6)
where 0 < q < 1. For our SVQR benchmark we choose q = 0.5 and set the C
regularization parameter as the max value in the training set, we found that these
choices worked the best when fitting the training sets of the case studies. Our last
benchmark, QRNN, is similar in structure to our QFNN model where we use one
trend component hidden node (otherwise we found it could not predict trend), and
uses a smooth approximation of the pinball loss function. The main differences in
QRNN are that L2 regularization is used, the sigmoid tanh activation function in
the hidden nodes is applied, and all parameters are randomized during initialization.
For QRNN we use a maximum training iteration of 10000, a learning rate of 0.1,
and a smoothing rate of 0.1, and a regularization rate of 10 for all experiments.
6.0.7 Results and Discussion
For experimentation in each case study, we use 50% of the data for training and
the other 50% for testing. All models only saw observations in the training sets.
Test data were never presented to the models and were used just to calculate QS
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and IS metrics. The use of 50% of the time series for testing was done to achieve
the goal of long-term multi-step PF. For each case study, we estimate 100 quantiles
whose nominal values are equally spaced between 0 and 1. These 100 quantiles can
be combined to form upper and lower bounds of 50 prediction intervals. We use the
QS metric to evaluate the quality of the 100 quantiles and the IS metric to evaluate
the 50 prediction intervals. In all experiments, QFNN is used for PF. Median values
with nominal level τ = 0.5 were estimated separately for visual comparison of QFNN
forecasts with those of the benchmarks.
For figures ?? to 6.8, red dots represent the underlying case study time series.
The colored curves represent median forecasts of the top four methods that were
able to capture the most information of periodic and aperiodic patterns visually.
We found that only the benchmark methods SARIMA, ETS, and SVQR for case
studies 1 to 3 and 5 to 6 in Table 6.1 were able to fit meaningful periodic patterns
and thus we only display these three benchmarks. All benchmark methods yielded
poor fits for case studies 4, 7, and 8; therefore we do not show these plots. Figures
6.9 to 6.16 showcase QFNN estimation of 50 prediction intervals across test and
training data from all 8 case studies. The red line in these figures represents the
time series observations. Evaluation metrics are reported in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
In our first experiment, we use the air passengers dataset, where the first six years
of data (72 samples) are used for training QFNN and each benchmark method.
The next six years were used for prediction. An ACF evaluation finds that the
time series has a season of S = 12, and grid search found ARIMA(2,1,3) and
SARIMA(1,0,0)(1,0,1)[12] to be the best hyperparameters for ARIMA and SARIMA
respectively. We see in Fig. 6.8 SVQR estimates the trend but not the seasonality
very well. ETS and SARIMA estimate both trend and seasonality well, but the
median forecasts fall below and above the test data. QFNN learns the shape of the
data better and captures the median appropriately. Fig. 6.9 shows prediction in-
tervals fitting the test data well, and Tables 6.3 and 6.4 report that QFNN without
constraints yielded the best scores with QFNN coming second. For the remaining
experiments, ARIMA and SARIMA hyperparameters are displayed in Table 6.2.
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Our second experiment demonstrates the power of QFNN in modeling non-
constant seasonal patterns. The sunspots case study is used which has seasonal
patterns of varying amplitudes. The years from 1700 to 1858 were used for training,
and the years 1859 to 2017 were used for testing. We see in Fig. 6.4 that SVQR
fails to capture any meaningful pattern in its prediction. SRIMA captures a sea-
sonal pattern that is out of phase with the sunspot test series, and ETS shots off in
the test set with a positive trend. QFNN captures a seasonal pattern that is a bit
more in phase with the number of sunspots over the years and is also able to learn
multiple patterns of the sunspot time series. Fig. 6.14 shows prediction intervals
fitting the test data surprising well, QFNN captures higher peaks around 1943 and
lower peaks around 1903. In Tables 6.3 and 6.4 we see that QFNN has the best
score.
The third experiment uses the real-time load demand case study. We use the
first 372 hours in the time series for training. In the median plot of Fig. 6.6 SVQR
is able to capture a poor and small seasonal pattern. SRIMA captures the daily
seasonality but fails to capture any cycles in the test set, and ETS shots off in the
test set with a positive trend. QFNN learns both the seasonal and cyclical pattern
of the load demand. The capture of the cyclical pattern in the load data by QFNN is
better presented in Fig. 6.11 where we see a tight fit of the daily seasonal and weekly
cyclical pattern. The only deviation being around January 21, 2017, which shows
a lower observed demand in load possibly due to a warmer weekend and less power
needed for heating. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 report that QFNN has the best scores with
QFNN second best. The fourth experiment uses the solar power case study and uses
the first 380 hours of training. The training set includes samples from both sunny
and non-sunny days where solar power is lower than average. In Fig. 6.7 SVQR
poorly estimates the daily seasonality. SRIMA has a seasonal pattern reducing over
time in the test set, and while ETS is able to capture the daily seasonality, we see a
slight negative trend. QFNN learns a constant daily quantile pattern for its median
estimate and for all its prediction intervals in Fig. 6.12. These consistent patterns
can be associated with sunny days and in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 QFNN has the top
results.
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The fifth experiment using the closing stock prices of the Apple corporation
is considered a fascinating case study due to the highly random nature of stock
movements. For training, the first 2.5 years of closing prices are used, and testing
is composed of closing prices up until the start of April 2018. In Fig. 6.5 we see a
long-term positive trend and possibly a cycle in the stock price of Apple across the
five years. In the plot, SVQR fits the linear trend of the stock series but nothing
else. ETS learns a non-existing seasonal pattern, and SARIMA doesn’t seem to
capture any meaningful pattern. With QFNN we see that it learns the cyclic and
positive trend of the stock price which follows the test data better than any other
method. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 6.13 that up until the end of 2017 QFNN
follows the trend and cycle, but then in 2018, the price of Apple jumps higher
than the prediction. Despite the visually good fit of QFNN in the figures, the UM
outperforms all the other methods in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. This is not a surprise as
it’s prediction intervals would be centered entirely on the trend.
The remaining experiments are the internet, wind, and wave case studies. Me-
dian plots of these experiments are not shown since the benchmark methods per-
formed poorly in capturing the multiple or irregular seasonal patterns in these time
series. We present the prediction intervals by QFNN in Fig. 6.10 where the first 343
hours are used for training. We see that QFNN can learn the multiple seasonal pat-
terns of internet traffic data. The prediction intervals forecasted by QFNN for the
simulated wave elevation case study is shown in Fig. 6.15. It is not a surprise that
since ocean waves can be modeled by a sum of sinusoids that QFNN can estimate
well the amplitudes, frequencies, and phases of the irregular periodic patterns.
The last experiment conducted is on the wind power dataset. In Fig. 6.16 we
see no identifiable periodic or aperiodic patterns in the wind time series training set.
This explains why QFNN has a hard time modeling the test set. We do see a few
peaks predicted by QFNN such as on January 21 and the 27th, but overall the PF is
very poor. Results from all the benchmark methods on the wind case study are even
worse then QFNN. The wind experiment demonstrates that not all nonstationary
time series can be predicted by QFNN. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 report that QFNN has
the lowest QS and IS metrics for the internet, wind, and wave experiments.
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Conclusion
Probabilistic predictions can provide a much better analysis of uncertainty then
point forecasting. In this paper, a novel approach for probabilistic forecasting is
presented called the quantile Fourier neural network. The proposed approach uses
a smooth approximation to the pinball ball loss function for estimating composite
quantiles. Furthermore, the proposed model provides forecasts using extrapolation
based regression instead of autoregression. Extrapolation based regression has not
been studied before for probabilistic forecasting. Empirical results on real world
univariate time series showcase that our model is able to appropriately capture
periodic and aperiodic components to provide high-quality probabilistic predictions.
Given the novelty of our approach, more research needs to be conducted to assess
its application to more domains and under different scenarios. Further studies could
also look at other cost functions such as using the interval score directly. This could
provide appropriate prediction intervals that may have even higher sharpness and
reliability. Furthermore, the influence of exogenous variables as additional inputs to
the quantile Fourier neural network could be explored.
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Figure 6.1: Pinball ball function versus the smooth pinball neural network with smooth-
ing parameter α = 0.2.
Table 6.1: Datasets used in the experiments.
Case Study Target Samples Time Granularity Reference
1 Air Passengers 144 Month [169]
2 Sunspots 318 Year [170]
3 Real-Time Load Demand 744 Hour [171]
4 Internet Traffic Data (in bits) 686 Hour [172]
5 Apple Closing Stock Price 1581 Day [174]
6 Solar Power 760 Hour [8]
7 Wind Power 744 Hour [8]
8 Ocean Wave Elevation 400 Second (simulated)
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Figure 6.2: Architecture of the quantile Fourier neural network.
Table 6.2: Hyperparameters estimated by grid search for ARIMA and SARIMA for each
case study. The seasonal term S is estimated using the ACF plot.
Case Study ARIMA(p,d,q) SARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q) S
1 (2, 1, 3) (1, 0, 0)(1, 0, 1) 12
2 (3, 1, 2) (1, 0, 1)(0, 1, 1) 10
3 (2, 1, 3) (1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 1) 24
4 (2, 2, 2) (1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 1) 24
5 (2, 2, 2) (1, 1, 1)(0, 1, 1) 149
6 (2, 1, 2) (1, 0, 1)(1, 0, 1) 24
7 (2, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1)(0, 0, 0) 24
8 (2, 0, 2) (1, 0, 1)(0, 1, 1) 39
Table 6.3: Quantiles scores from QFNN and benchmark methods.
Series PM UM SVQR PQR QR QRNN ETS SARIMA ARIMA QFNN
Passengers 0.032 0.029 0.053 0.050 0.032 0.029 0.022 0.035 0.549 0.015
Sunspots 0.078 0.083 0.069 0.200 0.068 0.071 0.172 0.068 0.069 0.058
Load 0.037 0.034 0.035 0.265 0.034 0.054 0.154 0.055 0.042 0.028
Internet 0.093 0.084 0.088 0.210 0.079 0.071 0.121 0.513 7.481 0.055
Stock 0.041 0.031 0.048 0.348 0.047 0.052 0.047 0.103 0.206 0.063
Solar 0.083 0.118 0.078 0.077 0.078 0.076 0.102 0.045 0.082 0.030
Wind 0.095 0.092 0.093 0.545 0.099 0.280 0.293 0.192 0.137 0.089
Wave 0.100 0.149 0.145 0.217 0.159 0.207 0.223 0.187 0.138 0.056
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Figure 6.3: Flowchart of proposed methodology using QFNN.
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Table 6.4: Interval scores from QFNN and benchmark methods.
Series PM UM SVQR PQR QR QRNN ETS SARIMA ARIMA QFNN
Passengers -0.26 -0.23 -0.42 -0.39 -0.25 -0.23 -0.17 -0.28 -0.43 -0.12
Sunspots -0.62 -0.67 -0.55 -1.60 -0.55 -0.57 -1.37 -0.54 -0.55 -0.46
Load -0.29 -0.27 -0.28 -2.12 -0.27 -0.43 -1.23 -0.44 -0.34 -0.22
Internet -0.72 -0.67 -0.70 -1.32 -0.63 -0.57 -0.97 -9.80 -4.10 -0.44
Stock -0.33 -0.30 -0.38 -2.78 -0.38 -0.41 -0.37 -0.82 -1.65 -0.50
Solar -0.67 -0.94 -0.63 -0.62 -0.61 -0.61 -0.82 -0.36 -0.66 -0.24
Wind -0.76 -0.75 -0.77 -2.63 -0.73 -2.24 -2.35 -1.54 -1.10 -0.71
Wave -0.80 -1.19 -1.16 -1.70 -1.27 -1.66 -1.78 -1.49 -1.10 -0.45
Figure 6.4: Forecast comparison of the median quantile for the Sunspots time series
(red dots) by QFNN (shown in black), SVQR (shown in blue), SARIMA
(shown in green), and ETS (shown in purple). SVQR fails to capture any
meaningful pattern in its prediction. SRIMA captures a seasonal pattern
that is out of phase with the sunspot test series, and ETS shots off in the
test set with a positive trend. QFNN captured a seasonal pattern that is a
bit more in phase with the number of sunspots over the years and is also
able to learn multiple seasons of sunspots thus providing the most accurate
quantile forecast of all the methods.
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Figure 6.5: Forecast comparison of the median quantile for the Apple Closing Stock Price
time series (red dots) by QFNN (shown in black), SVQR (shown in blue),
SARIMA (shown in green), and ETS (shown in purple). SVQR can learn the
linear trend of the stock series but nothing else. ETS learns a non-existing
seasonal pattern, and SARIMA does not seem to capture any meaningful
pattern. While QFNN does not have the highest accuracy regarding the QS
and IS metrics we can see in the plot that it learns a cyclic trend of the stock
price which follows the test set better than any other method.
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Figure 6.6: Forecast comparison of the median quantile for the Load Demand time series
(red dots) by QFNN (shown in black), SVQR (shown in blue), SARIMA
(shown in green), and ETS (shown in purple). SVQR captures a poor and
small seasonal pattern. SRIMA captures the seasonality but fails to capture
any cycles in the test set, and ETS shots off in the test set with a positive
trend. QFNN learns both the seasonal and cyclical pattern of the load
demand.
Figure 6.7: Forecast comparison of the median quantile for the Solar Power time series
(red dots) by QFNN (shown in black), SVQR (shown in blue), SARIMA
(shown in green), and ETS (shown in purple). SVQR is barely able to
estimate the seasonality. SRIMA has a seasonal pattern reducing overtime in
the test set, and while ETS captures the seasonality we see a negative trend.
QFNN learns a constant seasonal quantile pattern that can be attributed to
sunny days.
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Figure 6.8: Forecast comparison of the median quantile for the Air Passengers time series
(red dots) by QFNN (shown in black), SVQR (shown in blue), SARIMA
(shown in green), and ETS (shown in purple). SVQR estimates the trend
but not the seasonality so well. ETS and SARIMA estimate both trend and
seasonality well, but the median forecasts fall below and above the test data.
QFNN learns the shape of the data better and appropriately captures the
median.
Figure 6.9: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Air Passengers
series.
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Figure 6.10: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Internet Traffic
series.
Figure 6.11: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Load Demand
series.
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Figure 6.12: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Solar Power series.
Figure 6.13: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Apple Closing
Stock Prices time series.
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Figure 6.14: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the Sunspots time
series.
Figure 6.15: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the simulated Ocean
Wave Elevation time series.
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Figure 6.16: Probabilistic forecasting of 50 prediction intervals for the wind power time
series.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
A paradigm shift is occurring in the world of prediction. Just like in the world
of artificial intelligence where a shift is being made from shallow to deep learning
methods, the world of forecasting is also changing. Where for decades the forecasting
community was concerned in estimating single-valued or deterministic forecasts, we
are now seeing a disciplinary transition to conducting full probabilistic forecasts.
Such projections allow us to quantify the uncertainty in a prediction and therefore
provide more information for optimal decision making in any field requiring forecasts.
From smart grid operations to the integration of renewable energies, probabilistic
forecasts can significantly improve knowledge of uncertainty. In this dissertation, we
set out to study the utilization of neural network architectures for nonparametric
probabilistic forecasting. Neural network methods have shown incredible results in
time series and regression problems. We study how they can be successfully applied
for obtaining probabilistic forecasts in the form of quantiles or prediction intervals.
We show the ability of neural networks to automatically learn features from raw
data and how their capabilities yield significantly higher forecasting performance.
Before proposing probabilistic forecasting methods, we highlight the use of neural
networks for deterministic forecasting in chapter 2. We showcase this chapter as a
background to the fields of both neural network theory and time series forecasting.
In chapter 2 we propose a novel method for using particle swarm optimization to
train a non-linear autoregressive neural network. The accuracy of our approach
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is tested using ocean wave heights to aid the integration of wave energy into the
power grid. We believe our scheme improves multi-step prediction as needed in
integrating stochastic renewable resources. Compared to existing methodologies, our
method can be applied to other applications where forecasts are required for multiple
time steps. Through our use of a stochastic inertial weight, in the PSO learning
algorithm to train our NAR network, we show with simulated data successful results
in predicting short term ocean wave levels.
In chapter 3 we presented an approach for modeling and analyzing the price to
load feedback relationship in a cyber-enabled demand side management system. We
showed vulnerabilities in this feedback and how an attack can launch load or price
data attacks. We then presented change paint and supervised learning methods
and discovered how linear techniques such as logistic regression were quite useful
for attack detection. This DSM domain is a perfect example of a problem where
linear methods are better than nonlinear ones. Thus the need for deep learning or
advanced probabilistic forecasting is not warranted. However, we hypothesize that
when renewable energy generation is introduced into this problem, the detection of
attacks can become much more difficult. Renewable generation can bring a lot of
uncertainty, and an attacker can exploit this uncertainty and amplify in the DSM
problem. We are then motivated to conduct advanced probabilistic forecasting of
renewables to help with integration, smart grid operations, and detection of DSM
attacks in a stochastic environment. In the next several chapters we propose several
novel probabilistic forecasting approaches.
In chapter 4 the issues associated with the generation and evaluation of wind
power forecasts are first introduced in the form of quantiles and prediction intervals.
Due to the stochastic nature of the wind, it is often difficult to forecast. Uncertainty
analysis in the form of probabilistic wind prediction can provide a better picture
of future wind coverage. In this chapter, we propose a framework for probabilistic
forecasting using support vector quantile regression with non-crossing constraints to
ensure multiple quantiles can be predicted without overlapping each other. Support
vector machines are considered a shallow neural network. The effectiveness of our
approach is validated with the real world dataset of the Global Energy Forecasting
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Competition 2014. The relationship between estimation and scoring of quantiles are
closely tied, and empirical results of our methods show reliability and low quantile
scores across the prediction horizon.
Utilizing the same public data set, the Global Energy Forecasting Competition
2014, in chapter 5 we create a new deep feedforward neural network which we call
SPNN. We use a novel smooth approximation to the pinball ball loss function in
estimating multiple quantiles, and also incorporate non-crossing constraints in the
form of a smooth penalty in the loss function. Such a neural network with this
loss function and penalty has not been studied before. We compare forecasts to
standard and advanced benchmarks and employ standard quantile score, reliability,
and sharpness metrics. Our results show superior performance across the prediction
horizons, which verify the effectiveness of the model for forecasting while preventing
estimated quantiles from overlapping. Our deep network can automatically learn
latent features in its hidden layers from raw data. Comparing with state-of-the-art
benchmark methods, we show that no other method can generalize on raw data
without feature engineering.
Our SPNN method has the potential to be applied to a variety of domains for
probabilistic forecasting. However, it is limited in that it has no mechanisms to
capture long term periodic patterns. Thus, in chapter 6 we radically extend SPNN
to decompose univariate time series into a cosine Fourier series. The proposed model
we dub the quantile Fourier neural network provides forecasts using extrapolation
based regression instead of autoregression. Extrapolation based regression has not
been studied before for probabilistic forecasting. We conduct empirical case studies
not only on wind but on eight real world (and public) datasets. We show that such a
Fourier decomposition of time series with our model is able to appropriately capture
periodic and aperiodic components to provide high-quality probabilistic predictions.
Given the novelty of all our approaches, more research needs to be conducted to
assess their application to more domains and under different scenarios. New studies
could also look at other cost functions such as using the interval score directly. This
could provide appropriate prediction intervals that may have even higher sharpness
and reliability. Overall, the field of probabilistic neural forecasting is young. There
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is still a vast forest of deep learning methods that could be explored, hybridized and
evaluated for quantile and prediction interval estimation. In the next section, we
quickly introduce several possible extensions for future work.
Future Work
From our research on the application of novel neural network frameworks for
probabilistic forecasting, we plan several extensions for future work. The first of
these is a stepwise quantile network as an alternative approach for possibly more
efficiently utilized non-crossing constraints. Next, in our study of DSM attacks, we
looked at various machine learning methods for detection which resulted in high
accuracy of detection. We hypothesize this will not be the case when incorporating
stochastic renewables into the problem and therefore provided several methods in
this dissertation to accurately forecast the uncertainty of renewables. An alternative
approach to forecasting renewables to is to forecasting demand in the presence of
renewables. Solving such a problem, we propose the use of a quantile autoregres-
sive neural network to estimate multi-step-ahead prediction intervals for anomaly or
attack detection. Lastly, we propose extending our feedforward neural network ap-
proaches to study recurrent and convolutional architectures for quantile forecasting.
Both deep architectures have shown promise in time series prediction [185,186]. In
the next sections, we briefly introduce all these proposed architectures.
7.0.1 Stepwise Quantile Networks for Non-crossing Con-
straints
One of the core tenants of this dissertation is the nonlinear estimation of multi-
ple quantile regression functions. However, as we point out in early chapters, a
phenomenon of quantile crossing may occur which violates the basic principle of
distribution functions where their associated inverse functions should be monotone
increasing. We introduce in chapter 5 our SPNN model with non-crossing constraints
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in the form of a smooth penalty function in the loss. The equivalent number of con-
straints is equal to M+1 where we have M constraints plus an additional constraint
to bound the upper or lower quantile between 0 and 1. In summary these constraints
are 0 < τ1 < τ2 < ... < τM < 1. Most of these constraints are superfluous, in that
not all quantiles will be crossing each other at all times. To improve the constrained
estimation scheme, we propose a more efficient iterative method for SPNN which is
based on stepwise quantile regression [187].
As an extension to SPNN, we propose a new method to estimate multiple quan-
tiles without crossing. This estimation scheme would be a stepwise formulation to
ensure the non-crossing of the nonlinear regression functions. The stepwise proce-
dure is relatively simple. We start with one hidden layered network, with an input
and output layer of parameters. We first train the network to estimate a single
quantile such as the median τ = 0.5. Then keeping the weights of the input layer
and the output weights for τ = 0.5 both fixed, we learn another set of output pa-
rameters to estimate the quantile τ = 0.6. If the output violates the constraint
where τ0.6 < τ0.5, we re-estimate the weights for τ = 0.6 but this time incorporating
the smooth penalty in the loss function to prevent the cross over
p = c
N∑
t=1
[
max
(
0, −
(
qˆ
(τ0.5)
t − qˆ(τ0.6)t
))]2
(7.1)
Effectively, we are only adding constraints in the estimation procedure when the
next quantile regression function does not cross the current one. This procedure
continues until SPNN outputs all desired τ levels.
7.0.2 Quantile Autoregressive Network for Detection
The detection of anomalous time series through multi-step ahead forecasts is a dif-
ficult task. In chapter 3 we have shown that linear methods could accurately detect
attacks on DSM systems by estimating daily load usage with constant power gener-
ation. However, the problem can become significantly complicated when generation
is stochastic such as by wind, wave, or solar power. In such cases, forecasting of
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Figure 7.1: Example multi-step forecast from proposed QARNET model for load de-
mand. Anomalous data is flagged when above or below the prediction inter-
vals with a certain nominal coverage rate.
generation in relation to demand is considerably more difficult. Therefore, we pro-
pose a nonlinear quantile regression in the context of time series data and propose
a quantile autoregression neural network (QARNET) model by adding an SPNN
structure to the quantile autoregression (QAR) model. The linear QAR model with
exogenous covariates is defined as
Qyt(τ) = α
τ
0 +
p∑
i=1
ατi yt−i +
p∑
j=1
βjxt−j (7.2)
This model is easily extended to a neural network by using embedded nonlinear
functions. The extended QARNET model could be more flexible as it can imple-
ment a quantile autoregression for time series data for probabilistic forecasting and
estimate nonlinear relationships with lagged data or covariates.
Detection of anomalous time series through multi-step ahead forecasts is then
conducted by forecasting t+K step ahead prediction interval estimates. The exact
nominal coverage rate of such intervals could be estimated a posteriori. Tens or
hundreds of prediction intervals can be estimated during training. Then the intervals
with the highest reliability and sharpness could be taken and then estimated for the
testing data. With these intervals, if an observed future data point is above or below
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Figure 7.2: Example architecture of a convolutional neural network for regression.
the bounds, it is flagged as anomalous. This method may be considered as a deep
nonparametric change point detector.
7.0.3 Convolutional and Recurrent Quantile Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [188] are an extension of feedforward neural
networks. Their architecture, loosely inspired by the biological visual system, pos-
sess two key properties that make them very valuable. The first is spatially shared
weights and second is spatial pooling. This kind of network automatically learns
features that are shift-invariant (stationary). The pooling layers are responsible for
reducing the sensitivity of the output to a slight input shift and distortions. Most
common CNN architectures are composed of multiple stages, as shown in Fig. 7.2.
The output of each stage is made of a set of two-dimensional arrays called feature
maps. Each feature map is the outcome of one convolutional and pooling filter
applied over the full input data set. A non-linear activation function, such as a
rectified linear unit (RELU) follows a pooling layer.
This type of neural network has been shown to be extremely efficient in many
image and computer vision applications, such as object recognition [189], segmen-
tation [190], and classification [3]. Recently there have been several advances in
CNN’s for time series forecasting. In [191] the authors propose a CNN for time
series modeling based on the wavelet transform. In [192] the authors propose to use
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an autoregressive-type weighting system for forecasting financial time series, where
the weights are allowed to be data-dependent by learning them through a CNN.
In [15] an ensemble of CNN’s is used to generate multiple point forecasts of wind
power from which a density function could be estimated.
Despite recent works, there is still little literature on convolutional and deep
neural networks for time-series prediction, and even fewer works on their applica-
tion to probabilistic forecasting. For future work, we plan to study extensions of
SPNN into a CNN architecture and evaluate its efficacy with multivariate inputs
and outputs. We also plan similar studies of extending our SPNN and QFNN mod-
els into recurrent architectures. A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a class of
methods where connections between nodes form a directed graph along a sequence
which allows it model temporal dynamic behavior for a time series. RNNs can thus
use their internal state to process sequences of inputs and learn hidden or nonlin-
ear correlations between sequences. RNN models have shown tremendous success
for time series prediction, particularly variants that utilize long short-term memory
(LSTM) units [193]. For probabilistic forecasting, recently [194] shows how to use
ensemble RNNs to make point forecasts and then derive distributional information,
and in [195] prediction intervals are estimated using a lower upper bound estimation
method. Like CNNs, there is overall limited literature on the subject of probabilistic
forecasting and RNNs, particularly in conditional quantile estimation.
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